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A MESSAGE FROM
B AY E R

Bayer Leads Breakthrough Innovations in
Health and Agriculture

“

The confluence of biology, chemistry, and data sciences
provides the opportunity to solve some of the world’s
greatest challenges. But this opportunity only exists for
companies and scientists who dare to ask, ‘what if.’”
Those were the words of Werner Baumann, chairman of
the Board of Management of Bayer AG, when he opened
the company’s inaugural Breakthrough Innovation Forum
on April 1. Guided by a strong belief in the endless possibilities of human creativity, the forum focused on how leveraging
emerging technologies can provide longer-term opportunities
for health and agriculture.
Bayer, a global enterprise with core competencies in the
life science fields of healthcare and nutrition, recently updated
its Pharma and Crop Science Divisions’ short- and mid-term
pipeline to drive long-term innovations in the life sciences. In
conjunction with the event, Bayer announced that it is accelerating investment in its Leaps by Bayer impact investment unit,
pledging with more than €1.3 billion in funding until the end
of 2024.
“With Bayer stepping up its investment in Leaps over the
coming years, we will be able to continue on our successful
path and provide funding for the brightest minds working
on solutions that truly make a difference for people and the
planet,” said Jürgen Eckhardt, Head of Leaps by Bayer.
Leaps by Bayer follows a unique approach aimed at tackling
ten of humanity’s biggest challenges, including curing cancer
and reducing the environmental impact of agriculture. The unit
has embarked on many joint ventures and led several successful
investment rounds.
Over the past three years, Bayer has invested more than
€2.5 billion to construct a Cell & Gene Therapy Platform.
The company also drives innovation in the area through strategic partnerships that have resulted in eight projects in various
stages of clinical development and leading programs in Parkinson’s disease, Pompe disease, and congestive heart failure.
One of the critical acquisitions made to accelerate gene
therapy research is that of AskBio, a leading clinical-stage
adeno-associated virus (AAV) gene therapy company dedicated
to improving the lives of patients with rare disorders and other
diseases.
“While we are finally becoming successful in bringing
genetic medicines to fulfill unmet needs. Such medicines have
the potential to treat much larger populations of complex
diseases, such as Parkinson’s, congested heart failure, and
Alzheimer’s,” said Dr. Jude Samulski, president, chief scientific
officer, and co-founder of AskBio at the forum.
In agriculture, Bayer is employing the power of emerging

Bayer held its first-ever Breakthrough Innovation Forum in April,
which focused on longer-term opportunities in health and agriculture by leveraging emerging technologies.

technologies to create a sustainable and resilient food system
and help farmers produce more with fewer resources and
reduced emissions. Bayer’s investment in crop science R&D
is unparalleled in the industry at €2 billion annually, and the
company boasts a robust innovation pipeline spanning seeds
and trait technologies, crop protection, and digital solutions
valued at up to €30 billion peak sales potential over the next
two decades.
“The environmental health and nutritional challenges we
face are huge,” said Rodrigo Santos, President of Bayer’s Crop
Science division, who stressed the importance of immediate
action to combat food insecurity and climate change. Santos
added that Bayer is “uniquely positioned to lead a revolution in
agriculture. And perhaps more importantly, we also recognize
that we have a responsibility to do so.”
One way Bayer is leading the decarbonization of agriculture
is through its digital farming platform, the Bayer Carbon Initiative, which incentivizes farmers to use climate-smart practices
and uses next-generation technology to quantify and track the
impact of these practices.
Bayer has also launched the world’s first biotech defense
against corn rootworm based on RNAi technology. Its
short-stature corn will be launched as part of Bayer’s newly
introduced Smart Corn System in 2023 as a more weather-resistant plant to the market. Other initiatives include collaborations
and acquisitions, such as that of Oerth Bio, the world’s only
company designing targeted protein modulators specifically for
plant health applications.
Bob Reiter, head of research and development at Bayer’s
Crop Science division, noted at the forum that these types of
technologies are “truly a win-win for farmers and sustainability, and we are excited about the potential that this
technology holds for a whole host of applications in the
future.”
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GE Gas Power Solutions
Help Change the Trajectory
for Climate Change

A

s the devastating effects of
climate change become more
of a reality, many countries
are stepping up efforts to reduce carbon
emissions and achieve ambitious net-zero
goals within the coming decades. One of
the shared targets is to limit power generated from coal, which today accounts for
40% of the 34.2 gigatons of CO2 emitted
globally.
And while the development of renewable energy capacity and reduction in
the usage of coal-fired power plants are
key steps in bringing the world closer
to carbon neutrality, other additional
energy sources must also be strategically deployed to bridge the gap between
supply and demand, enhance grid
stability, and prevent the occurrence of
power shortages. Gas power in 2020
accounted for around 23% of power
generated globally and is crucial in this

7HA.02 gas turbine

regard. Highly efficient combined cycle
gas power solutions effectively complement renewables in this space.
In order to realize a carbon-neutral
future, global energy leader General
Electric is committed to the advancement of technologies that can convert
highly efficient combined cycle gas
generation into a zero or near-zero
carbon solution. Such technologies can
help governments solve the challenge of
providing cleaner energy that is affordable, reliable, and sustainable.
“The moment the power generation mix in some developing countries
switches from coal dependency to highly
efficient combined cycle gas power, CO2
emissions in those countries could potentially drop by 45-60%,” says Ramesh
Singaram, President and Chief Executive Officer of GE Gas Power Asia. “This
could be further reduced with the introduction of carbon neutral fuels like
hydrogen. At GE, we take pride in delivering contemporary solutions that help
bring these emissions down even further.”
Ramesh, who also heads GE Corporate for ASEAN and ANP (Australia,
New Zealand, and Papua New Guinea),
notes that decreasing carbon emissions

Ramesh with the GE Leadership team at the Global Repair Service Center in Singapore, which
services GE’s growing HA gas turbine fleet in the region and globally.
6
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Ramesh Singaram, President & CEO,
GE Gas Power Asia.

from gas turbine electricity generation
involves tackling both its pre-combustion and post-combustion stages. For
the former, he says, “most of our gas
turbines are capable of burning carbonneutral fuels such as hydrogen. We have
a history of operating more than 100 gas
turbines with over 8 million operating
hours using hydrogen blend fuels.”
“Given our proven track record of
burning hydrogen successfully in our gas
turbines, many customers in this region
have asked us to support them with
burning various hydrogen/natural gas
blends,” says Ramesh. The main challenge for GE today, he says, is ensuring a
scalable supply of hydrogen and sourcing
it at an affordable price. “You also have
to make sure that you have all the right
infrastructure in place to transport and
store the hydrogen,” he adds.
In terms of post-combustion decarbonization initiatives, GE is looking into
employing cutting-edge carbon capture,
utilization, and sequestration (CCUS)
technologies at its customers’ facilities.
Right now, this mainly involves liquid
solvents that are capable of absorbing
concentrated CO 2 from the flue gas
released from turbines. Ramesh adds that
the CCUS technologies available today
are more geared toward industrial use
and that to scale them up to the power
generation side, a significant amount of
investment, as well as research and development, is needed.
“We are still in the very early stages
of our CCUS playbook,” he says.
“However, I see this technology really
taking off in the near future.”
Beyond its work in the heavy-duty gas
turbine space, GE continues to innovate
with its aeroderivative turbine model
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to help countries transition from coalheavy energy portfolios to those that
incorporate more renewables and other
low-carbon power sources. The unique

feature of this technology, originating
from GE’s aviation business unit, is its
ability to be deployed very quickly – each
unit can be started up in five minutes or

Ramesh with representatives from Taoyuan City Government, Taiwan Power Company, and the
winning teams of the GE Innovation Challenge, the first such event in Asia.

less. In markets with high renewables
penetration, such a feature is essential to
grid firming – ensuring grid stability in
cases of intermittency. Ramesh adds that
due to the smaller size of the aeroderivative turbines, GE’s customers are more
likely to use hydrogen in these units.
The aero model will also be deployed
in Taiwan. The Taiwan Power Company
in April announced that it had ordered
GE’s advanced LM2500XPRESS gas
turbine modular packages, which will
be installed at the 175 megawatt (MW)
Tung Hsiao Power Plant. This modular
approach is expected to bring fast
power to Taiwan’s grid when needed
and will provide flexibility as Taiwan
grows the proportion of renewables in
its energy mix.

有
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Ramesh giving a speech at the prize giving ceremony of the GE Inno
vation Challenge, an event held collaboration with the Taoyuan City
Government and Taiwan Power Company.
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PRESIDENT'S VIEW

From Good COP*... to Better Partners
“[The United States acting] alone cannot reach the
essential goal of limiting global warming to 1.5°C. We
have to work together.”
– AIT Director Sandra Oudkirk in April 22 remarks at
the American Innovation Center.
Notable in our era of profound polarization, partnership was the refrain across Taiwan and the globe on Earth
Day 2022. But given the enormity of the climate challenge,
is even aggressive partnering enough? I want to touch on
five levels of partnership underpinning Taiwan’s newly
codified campaign for net-zero carbon emissions by 2050.
First comes the partnership of technologies. The climate
crisis, complicated 100-fold by energy market disruptions
out of Europe, place us in a predicament calling for allof-society mobilization and “all-of-the-above” technology
utilization: renewables, electrification, conservation and
demand management, smart grids, nuclear, and carbon
capture. The Tsai Administration’s recently released netzero roadmap arrives at a critical time, sending the right
signals in its balanced support for “green electricity”
through renewables and very low-carbon electricity produced through thermal energy paired with carbon capture.
The Renewable Energy Certification (T-REC) mechanism
has created a robust green energy economy, and similar
certification is possible for utilities and industrials that
adopt low-carbon processes.
Providing further impetus is a phased carbon tax rate
plan that favors big emitters who mitigate. It was passed
by the Executive Yuan on April 21 and is expected to take
effect in 2024 or 2025.
My second partnership is the one between AmCham
member companies and companies and consumers in
Taiwan. On Earth Day an alliance of 13 firms formed
the Carbon Capture and Storage Alliance (the Alliance).
Anchoring it were four technology leaders who are also
Chamber members: Air Products Sanfu, Bechtel (and associate, PECL), ExxonMobil, and GE. As a Chamber we are
committed to energy and climate solutions. This is driven
by our Sustainable Development Goals Committee, our
White Paper recommendations, and reporting in this magazine.
My third partnership is that between Taiwan and the
U.S. This is a relationship that has proven its worth over
the seven decades of AmCham’s existence, back to 1951
when a predecessor firm of ExxonMobil was one of five
founding members. We laud not only the durability of this

relationship but also its mutuality and complementarity.
Our deep investment in the relationship was reflected
in our co-production of Taiwan Matters for America,
America Matters for Taiwan, a nutshell treatment of this
mighty bilateral partnership that we are rolling out this
quarter.
My fourth partnership is that between the public and
private realms. One provides the direction, rules, pumppriming, and incentives; the other provides the profitsustained, market-driven resources and innovation. It was
a boost to start Earth Day by witnessing the birth of the
private Alliance with – crucially – the symbolic support of
U.S., UK, and Canadian officials, and a liaison from Taiwan’s Ministry of Science & Technology. I look forward to
a full private-public partnership on carbon capture.
In fact, AmCham plans to seek out commercially relevant PPP’s wherever we will add value. A case in point
is the promising Technology Trade & Investment Collaboration, or TTIC framework, which looks to build
stronger supply chains through two-way investment and
under which the U.S. Commerce Department and Taiwan’s
Bureau of Foreign Trade began path-breaking work last
December.
We will support a coming PPP known as the AsiaPacific Public-Private-Partnership Roundtable, at which we
will address other dimensions of the climate conversation.
The roundtable will bring together speakers from the political level in the U.S. and Taiwan, federal and state officials,
central government partners, the NGO community, the
regional business community, academics, and youth.
Finally, my fifth partnership is often referred to as
more of a “compact,” but it is the partnering of current and future generations. We remember four years ago
when a lone 15-year-old girl, Greta Thunberg, inspired the
global youth climate strikes. She raised her voice to ask,
“When will climate aspirations become meaningful climate
actions?” The cutting-edge technologies of the Alliance
represent that commitment – that final and most critical
partnership: the inter-generational.

Andrew Wylegala
President,
American Chamber of Commerce in Taiwan

*“COP” is the acronym used for the UN’s annual climate summit, the 27th of which will be held in November in Egypt.
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A New Normal, but Not for All

G

iven an exponential rise in locally transmitted
COVID-19 case numbers (the vast majority of which
have been mild or asymptomatic), Taiwan’s leaders have
quickly begun working to develop a policy of “coexisting with the
virus.” As during the initial outbreak of the pandemic in 2020,
some fumbles have occurred as that policy coalesces, but once
again private sector actors, community organizations, and the
public have jumped in to help make the transition more bearable
for those affected.
In April, the requirement that most people infected locally
with COVID-19 isolate in a quarantine hotel or center was
changed in seven cities to home quarantine. In addition, quarantine for close contacts of confirmed cases has been reduced from
10 days to three (plus four more days of self-health management). And following a mid-April run on at-home rapid test
kits, the company that produces them domestically announced it
would not only cut their prices but would also significantly ramp
up production over the coming weeks. The government will also
implement a real-name distribution plan for rapid tests, like the
one rolled out for masks in 2020.
Meanwhile, however, this new normal does not appear to
apply to international travel. All non-resident foreign visitors are
still prohibited from entering Taiwan except under special circumstances. And those residents who do arrive – even those who have
received a full course of the COVID vaccine – must still endure
multiple PCR tests and seven days of strictly enforced quarantine. When it comes to visitors and those returning from abroad,
Taiwan is maintaining a zero-COVID strategy.
While the experience for international arrivals could at most
be described as an inconvenience, for others such as airline flight

crews, Taiwan’s rigid border controls have taken a much higher
toll. According to an April 27 feature story in the Taipei Times,
these workers – pilots in particular – have been “stuck in an
unending cycle of work and quarantine for more than two years,”
a situation that has “completely disrupted their lives and left them
feeling isolated.”
In pure economic terms, nowhere has the impact of border
restrictions been felt more than in Taiwan’s embattled tourism
industry. While the effects of a total absence of international travelers were for a period partially alleviated by a marked rise in
domestic tourism as travel-hungry Taiwanese leapt at any opportunity for a getaway or “staycation,” last summer’s outbreak and
corresponding restrictions dealt another crushing blow to hotels
and tourism operators.
The resulting human cost has been immense. Last month, the
number of furloughed workers in Taiwan topped 14,000, mostly
coming from the support service sector, which is largely composed
of travel agencies. The situation has also been devastating for
some longstanding pillars of Taiwan’s business community. In
February, after two years of struggling to pull in enough business
to stay open, the historic Sherwood Hotel, a notable landmark in
Taipei’s Songshan district, closed its doors forever.
Since the beginning, AmCham and its member companies have
supported and applauded the government’s swift, humane, and
effective pandemic management, its against-the-odds procurement
and rollout of vaccines, and its economic stimulus programs to
help those people and businesses most impacted by COVID-19.
Nevertheless, it is clear that the time has come to start relaxing
the most severe restrictions and move gradually toward normalizing international travel and tourism.

生活新常態，但並非所有人被包含在內
於本土 COVID-19 病例呈指數增長（其中絕大多數

鑑

入境旅客頂多覺得這是一種不便，但對於如航空公司機組

為輕度或無症狀），台灣領導人已迅速開始製定一

人員的其他人來說，台灣的嚴格邊境管製已造成了更嚴重的

個「與病毒共存」的政策。與 2020 年疫情最初爆

影響。根據《台北時報》 四月 27 日的專題報導，這些員

發時相同，政策整合初期幾經波折，但再一次的，私營部門

工，特別是機師，已「困在工作與隔離的無限輪迴中超過兩

參與者、社區組織與普羅大眾同心拹力，使得過渡期對受影

年」，「完全打亂了他們的生活並使他們覺得被孤立」。

響的人們來說更輕鬆一些。

單就經濟而言，邊境管制對旅遊業的打擊勝過任何產業。

四月裡，原本大多數本土病例需於防疫旅館或加強版集檢

雖然國旅曾短暫增長讓旅遊業重獲生機，特別是「宅度假」

所隔離的規定已在七個城市改為居家照護。此外，與確診病

十分熱門，但去年夏天疫情爆發與相對應的措施對旅館和旅

例密切接觸者的隔離時間也從 10 天縮減至 3 天（加上 4 天

遊業者形成沈重的打擊。

的自主健康管理）。續四月中旬一波家用快篩試劑搶購潮

隨之而來的是人力成本的重擔。上個月，台灣被迫放無薪

後，國內生產試劑的公司宣佈，不僅會降低價格也將在未來

假的勞工人數超越一萬四千人，其中大部分來自以旅行社為

幾週內大幅提高產量。政府也將實施家用快篩試劑實名制發

主的支援服務業。 此情況也對台灣商界一些由來已久的棟樑

放計劃，比照 2020 年口罩實名制的模式。

帶來了毀滅性的影響。今年二月，台北松山區的地標西華飯

然而，與此同時，這樣的生活新常態似乎不適用於國際

店，在兩年疫情間奮力經營並幾經掙扎，熄燈了。

旅遊。 除特殊情況外，所有未持台灣居留證的外國遊客仍

從疫情初期，美國商會與其會員公司對政府的處理表示支

被禁止進入台灣。而那些成功入境的居民，即使已完整接種

持與讚揚，包括迅速、人道和有效的疫情管理、其逆勢而上

COVID 疫苗者，仍需忍受多次的 PCR 檢測和七天的嚴格隔

的疫苗採購和部署以及為幫助受疫情影響最大的人民與企業

離。對於旅客與從國外返國者而言，台灣仍在維持清零的防

的紓困振興措施。然而，顯然該是時候放寬嚴格的禁令，逐

疫政策。

步走向開放國門以及重振旅遊。
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Preventing Intraoperative
Complications with AI

T

he use of artificial intelligence
(AI) technologies in critical
care has potentially lifesaving
outcomes for long-term disease prevention and critical decisions during surgery.
AI technologies can help medical professionals find biomarkers of disease,
identify target molecules, discover drug
candidates, speed up clinical trials, and
even monitor and predict epidemic
outbreaks.
There is also a distinct potential for
synergetic benefits between AI and anesthesiologists, notes Dr. Wang Ming-Jiuh,
director of the Department of Anesthesiology at National Taiwan University
Hospital (NTUH). “Data collection is
one of the pillars of AI technologies,”
he says. “Anesthesiologists continuously
monitor the patient second-by-second
during and after a surgery, and we accumulate vast amounts of data for each
patient we treat.”
NTUH is an early adopter of the
AI-assisted Acumen Hypotension
Prediction Index (HPI), which predicts
hypotension, or low blood pressure,
in patients. Episodes of intraoperative
hypotension (IOH) occur in over 25%
of non-cardiac surgery patients. Often,
IOH can cause poor outcomes and even
possibly lead to death, particularly in
high-risk patients.
“HPI has the potential to become the
standard of care during anesthesia in the
future,” says Wang of the technology.
“Every patient could benefit from care
with the help of HPI because predicting
hypotensive problems before they happen
may reduce the incidence of shock.”
Wang explains that this technology
u p d a t e s t h e p a t i e n t ’s H P I p a r a m eter value every 20 seconds, providing
10

predictive insights into hypotension
occurrences during and after surgeries.
Doctors can then use this information to
make a decision on whether to intervene
by adding fluids or medications to stabilize the patient’s blood pressure before
the damage occurs.
Multiple studies have shown the
connection between AI-assisted monitoring and the reduction in hypotension.
A recent one-year study conducted by Dr.
Lai Chih-Jun, attending anesthesiologist
at NTUH, found a substantial improvement in outcomes among patients
undergoing surgeries that included the
use of HPI. Preliminary results of Dr.
Lai’s study showed a significant reduction in IOH and of major complications
for the HPI protocol intervention group
compared to the control group without

Dr. Wang Ming-Jiuh, director of the
Department of Anesthesiology at National
Taiwan University Hospital (NTUH)

HPI guidance.
“This technology could significantly
reduce the duration of hypotension
during surgery and decrease cardiovascular and pulmonary complications,”
says Lai.
Lai’s next step will be performing
another study to investigate the use of
HPI in cardiac and general surgeries with
high surgical risks. The upcoming study
will also include more biomarkers and
parameters to demonstrate how HPI can
improve patient outcomes.
Despite the technology’s lifesaving
functions, Wang’s department at NTUH
only owns two machines with HPI
installed, citing budget constraints and
the difficulty of proving the efficacy of
prevention. Recognizing that cost is an
issue, Lai plans to include calculations of
HPI’s cost-effectiveness in her upcoming
study. Judging by the past year’s study,
she predicts that the results will likely
show that utilizing HPI, despite the
machine’s steep price, is cost-effective.
“Patients pay for the cost of the
device, but it can prevent eventual complications,” she says. “This means that the
health and economic benefits come eventually, but they still need to be proven.”
Although machines with HPI installed
require an upfront capital investment, the potential healthcare burden
and economic savings from preventing
complications can offset the initial costs.
But these types of investments in innovative preventive technology require a
rethinking of what healthcare is, notes
Wang, who adds that to date, Taiwan has
no clear reimbursement pathway for AI
medical applications.
“Through our health insurance
system, we primarily pay for treatment,
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Dr. Lai Chih-Jun,
attending anesthesiologist at NTUH

and pay very little mind to prevention,” he says. “If we invested more
into prevention, more money could be
allocated to providing access to innovative drugs and medical devices.”
Wang identifies chronic kidney
disease as a striking example. “We
have more than 90,000 patients in
need of dialysis every year here, and
we spend over NT$50 billion per year
on this one disease. It’s a huge burden
on our system, and a big part of why
not enough is being done to prevent

people from developing the disease.”
Having witnessed the lifesaving
benefits of AI monitoring, Wang hopes
the National Health Insurance Administration can implement policy changes
that enable more patients to enjoy an
improved quality of care. “I think if
patients understood this kind of technology, they would likely be willing to
provide a co-pay for it because it raises
the quality and safety of the operation
and increases the chances of a speedy
recovery.”
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— B Y C OU RTNEY DONOVAN S MITH —

ECONOMIC INDICATORS

MACROECONOMICS

EXPERTS SPLIT ON
ECONOMIC FORECAST

US$ billion

Uncertainty about inflation and supply
chain resilience have led various organizations to reach different projections
about the economy’s direction this year.
The Chung-Hua Institution for Economic
Research (CIER) in April raised its forecast of Taiwan’s 2022 GDP growth
by 0.29 percentage points to 3.96%.
CIER attributed the upward revision to
better-than-expected levels of exports
and private investment last quarter but
cautioned that inflation, tight monetary
policies, and geopolitical tensions would
make 4% growth hard to achieve.
The Taiwan Institute of Economic
Research (TIER) maintained its estimate
at 4.10%, stating that Taiwan’s export
engine has remained solid despite worsening external conditions such as the
war in Ukraine and inflation. In contrast,
the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
is more pessimistic, cutting its GDP
growth forecast by 0.1 percentage points
to 3.2%. However, it estimates that
Taiwan’s GDP per capita will to increase
by at least 6% to exceed US$36,000,
surpassing South Korea for the first time
TAIWAN STOCK EXCHANGE
PERFORMANCE
THE LINE SHOWS CHANGES IN TRADE VALUE AND
THE SHADED AREA CHANGES IN THE TAIEX INDEX.
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Year earlier

Current Account Balance (Q4 2021)

32.19

Foreign Trade Balance (March)
New Export Orders (March)
Foreign Exchange Reserves (end March)
Unemployment (Feb. 2021)
Discount Rate (March)
Economic Growth Rate (Q4 2021)p

27.13

4.7

3.6

62.7

53.7

548.8

539

3.65%

3.70%

1.375%

1.125%

4.86%

5.30%

10.01%

2.93%

Annual Change in Industrial Output (Jan.-Feb. 2022)

9.14%

11.38%

Annual Change in Consumer Price Index (Feb. 2022)

2.36%

1.38%

Annual Change in Consumer Price Index (Jan.-Feb. 2022)

2.60%

Annual Change in Industrial Output (Feb. 2022)p

P=PRELIMINARY

since 2003. In Q1, the government’s
Directorate General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics calculates that GDP
growth came to 3.06%, down from
4.86% in Q4 last year.
Other signs of uncertainty among
businesses and investors signal a cautious
approach moving forward. In a Cathay
Financial Holdings survey of 19,590
clients conducted in early April, 46.4%
of respondents said they expect the local
economic situation to worsen over the
next six months, while 29.9% think
it will improve. According to TIER’s
survey of manufacturers last month,
28.6% were optimistic about the next
six months, down 13.3 percentage points
from a month earlier. Those expressing
pessimism increased by 7.9 percentage
points, reaching 15.8%, while 55.6%
expect business to remain the same. The
construction industry saw a slight uptick
in pessimism, while the service industry
outlook was slightly more optimistic than
the previous month.
Other numbers from Q1 were positive, with the Ministry of Economic
Affairs (MOEA) reporting that exports
expanded at a faster-than-expected rate
of 16.2% annually to reach US$173.13
billion, marking Taiwan’s best firstquarter performance ever. March was

SOURCES: MOEA, DGBAS, CBC, BOFT

also good, as industrial production
rose by more than 2% year-on-year,
marking the 26th consecutive month
of growth. Additionally, MOEA data
showed that the food and beverage
sector generated record-breaking Q1
revenue of NT$217.4 billion, up 4.9%
from a year earlier.
March numbers from the Central
Bank showed that securities accounts
had their most significant monthly drop
in 12 years, as a decline in stock prices
drove retail and institutional investors to trim their positions or sit on
the sidelines. Other investors expressed
confidence, however, with Investment
Commission data showing foreign
direct investment (FDI) in Q1 soaring
125.61% from a year earlier, mainly
due to large investments in green energy
and Japan’s Hitachi taking a controlling stake in Taiwanese elevator supplier
Yungtay Engineering. While big players remained committed to significant
investments, smaller investors were more
cautious, with the number of approved
FDI applications in Q1 falling 15.36%
from last year to 562.
According to final budgetary figures
for 2021 released by Premier Su Tsengchang, Taiwan’s central government
ran a record-high budget surplus of
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NT$297.1 billion, compared to the original forecast of a deficit of NT$82.4
billion. After debt repayments, the
government ran a net surplus of
NT$177.1 billion.

I N T E R N AT I O N A L

U.S. AND TAIWAN DISCUSS
BILATERAL RELATIONS
Though Taiwan was disappointed
by the delay of an expected visit by
U.S. House of Representatives Speaker
Nancy Pelosi after she tested positive
for COVID-19, other visits and meetings between Taiwan and the U.S.
underscored the importance of the bilateral relationship as concerns grew that
China might increase threats to Taiwan’s
security following Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine. According to a Taiwan Public
Opinion Foundation (TPOF) poll,
the percentage of Taiwanese expressing confidence that the U.S. would send
troops to defend Taiwan in the event of
an invasion plunged to 36.3% in April, a
significant drop from 65% last October.
On April 14, a bipartisan delegation of six U.S. lawmakers led by U.S.
Senator Lindsey Graham arrived for
a two-day visit that included meetings
with President Tsai Ing-wen and the
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R

defense and foreign ministers. Graham
was quoted as saying, “You’re a peaceful partner to the United States – you
do business with the world to the rule
of law. To abandon Taiwan would be to
abandon freedom itself; America is not
going to abandon freedom.” Another
delegation member, Senator Robert
Menendez, chairman of the Senate’s
Foreign Relations Committee, said the
high-profile group’s presence in Taiwan
“is a testament to the importance of
Taiwan.” The Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) held military drills
while the delegation was in Taiwan, calling the visit a “deliberate provocation.”
On the economic side, U.S. Trade
R e p r e s e n t a t i v e K a t h e r i n e Ta i m e t
virtually with Taiwan Minister without Portfolio John Deng to review
the progress of bilateral trade issues
since the parties held their 11th Trade
and Investment Framework Agreem e n t ( T I FA ) C o u n c i l m e e t i n g l a s t
June. Both sides were mum on whether
Taiwan’s ambitions to join the U.S.led Indo-Pacific Economic Framework
(IPEF) were discussed. Meanwhile,
U.S. Deputy Assistant Secretary of
State for China, Taiwan, and Mongolia Rick Waters stated that Taiwan and
the U.S. would strengthen supply chain
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S

resilience in response to the Chinese
economic threat.

U.S. MILITARY INCREASES
SUPPORT FOR TAIWAN
The U.S. increased overt military
support for Taiwan in April. A Ministry of National Defense (MND) official
confirmed that the U.S. had sent military instructors to Taiwan to train local
troops in operating the M1A2T Abrams
tank. A training ground is being set up
in Hsinchu County. In addition, it was
confirmed that 84 Taiwanese soldiers
will be sent to the U.S. to undergo tank
training next year, while a U.S. military
Facebook page showed Taiwan military personnel already training in the
U.S. A local military source also told the
Central News Agency that Taiwanese
noncommissioned officers will be sent to
the U.S. later this year to observe training to bolster joint operations.
Further, the U.S. approved the sale
of up to US$95 million in training and
equipment to support Taiwan’s Patriot
missile defense system and Taiwan
announced an increase in its military
budget to cover the acquisition of TOW
2B anti-tank missiles. However, the
U.S. House Foreign Affairs Committee
expressed concern that pandemic-related
supply chain issues have caused a delay
in the U.S. delivery of US$14.2 billion
worth of military equipment that Taiwan
has purchased since 2019, including
F-16 fighter jets and components for the
Patriot missile system.

DOMESTIC

APRIL MARKS END TO
ZERO-COVID POLICY

A delegation led by U.S. Senator Lindsay Graham visited Taiwan in April.
During the trip, Graham praised Taiwan's democracy and adherence to the rule
of law.
PHOTO:OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Locally transmitted cases in Taiwan
have been rising exponentially since early
April, as the Omicron variant began
spreading across the island. Recognizing
the variant’s infectiousness, the economic
costs of the zero-COVID approach, and
that almost all reported cases have been
mild or asymptomatic, the government
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has decided to cautiously relax its stringent COVID-19 restrictions.
The new Taiwan model focuses more
resources on testing and managing severe
cases. Contact tracing is being scaled
back, with only close contacts such as
family members and coworkers now
expected to quarantine for a reduced
three days followed by four days of
self-health management if they test negative for the coronavirus. However, the
10-day quarantine for overseas arrivals
will remain in place, a continued headache for the tourist industry, business
travel, and families of residents.
As early as May 2, the government
began offering COVID-19 vaccinations to students aged 6-11 on school
campuses. Additionally, a name-based
rationing system for people to purchase
COVID-19 rapid antigen test kits was
launched at the end of April. Many
pandemic prevention measures are
expected to remain in place for the time
being, including mask mandates and
encouragement of social distancing.

NEWS MEDIA INDUSTRY
UNDER SCRUTINY
The news media industry had an
eventful month, starting with the government designating Phoenix Television
a Chinese-funded company, a move
that should force the network to close
its office in Taiwan. The Mainland
Affairs Council said that “stock transfers and personnel changes” had turned
Phoenix TV into a de facto Chinese
state-controlled entity. A new news
channel will be added, however, as longcontested approval was finally given to
Mirror News to broadcast on Chunghwa Telecom’s multimedia-on-demand
(MOD) system on a fee basis.
In March, Public Television Service
(PTS) was discovered to have lost about
80,000 TV news items from its archives,
many permanently, due to a contractor’s
oversight. Taiwan Broadcasting System
(TBS) chairperson Tchen Yu-chiou was
forced to resign on April 22 after several
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Taiwanese pro-democracy activist Lee Ming-che was released from Chinese
prison and returned to Taiwan last month after serving a five-year sentence for
“subversion of state power.”
PHOTO:CNA

mishaps at two stations managed by
the group. In the most serious incident,
Chinese Television System (CTS), which
belongs to the government-run TBS
group, accidentally broadcast false news
items that had been prepared as a part of
a test. The alarming messages aired in its
news crawl included “New Taipei City
hit by Chinese People’s Liberation Army
missiles,” “Vessel explodes in Taipei
Harbor, facilities and ships destroyed,”
and “China makes frequent moves to
prepare for war.”
A few hours later, a second group
of messages announced: “Fist-sized
hailstones fell on Taipei at midnight,
downtown traffic a mess,” “Datun
Volcano erupts,” and “Oil field discovered in the Bashi Channel.” The station
said the second batch of messages had
been prepared for a New Taipei City
Fire Department disaster drill program
and accidentally got mixed into regular
broadcasting, though many pointed out
that some of the items were unrelated
to New Taipei City. A few days later,
CTS mislabeled Premier Su Tseng-chang
as “President.” Besides Tchen, the head
of CTS and other top executives at the
station were forced to resign, and the
company may face up to NT$2 million
in fines.

CROSS-STRAIT

CHINA RELEASES JAILED
PRO-DEMOCRACY ACTIVIST
Taiwanese pro-democracy activist
Lee Ming-che was released by Chinese
authorities and returned to Taiwan on
April 15 after serving a five-year prison
term on charges of “subverting state
power.” Upon returning, Lee entered
quarantine for 10 days.
Lee was arrested after entering China
from Macau in 2017. He had been
promoting the ideals of democracy to
Chinese citizen online and at times in
person, which led him to be the target
of China’s first criminal prosecution of
a nonprofit worker since Beijing passed
a law tightening controls over foreign
nongovernmental organizations in 2016.
L e e ’s w i f e , L e e C h i n g - y u , h a d
campaigned tirelessly to get him released,
with visits to China, the U.S., and other
countries. The couple credited her U.S.
visits to meet White House officials and
testify before Congress with having some
positive impact, saying in a statement:
“That Lee Ming-che could safely return
to Taiwan and was spared the worst
abuses while imprisoned have to do,
in great measure, with the U.S.’ implementation of the Taiwan Relations Act,
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proving that it is not empty rhetoric, but a
most precious foundation of Taiwan-U.S.
relations.”

BUSINESS

TAISHANG FACTORIES
DISRUPTED BY COVID-19
Taiwanese manufacturers in China,
particularly those based in Shanghai and
neighboring Kunshan, have suffered plant
closures and supply chain issues due to
China’s “dynamic zero-COVID” policies
and the extended lockdown of the Shanghai region, widespread disruptions to
trucking within China, and delays at the
port of Shanghai.
Dozens of companies were ordered
to cease operations during the initial
lockdown, but many resumed limited
operations in the mid-to-late April
period. In many cases, factory workers were forced to live in “closed-loop”
conditions that prohibited them from
leaving the plants. Some workers refused
to comply, and internal supply chain
issues in China limited the ability of
many firms to fully restart production.
Many factories, such as Foxconn’s
Kunshan plant, had initially been allowed
to continue operations but were put back
into lockdown being hit by a COVID19 outbreak. Some of the better-known
companies impacted by supply chain
problems and lockdowns included

The Green Jade, Taiwan's first domestically produced crane vessel for offshore wind power installations, made its debut at a launching ceremony on
April 3.
PHOTO:CNA

Foxconn, Quanta, Giant, Unimicron,
Pegatron, and Compal. Many announced
delays in product shipments to clients.

OFFSHORE WIND INDUSTRY
MAKES TANGIBLE PROGRESS
On April 3, Kaohsiung-based CSBC
Corp. held a launching ceremony for
Taiwan’s first domestically produced
crane vessel, Green Jade, to be used
for offshore wind farm projects. The
216.5-meter-long ship is the world’s
second largest. The NT$7.5 billion
heavy-lift and installation vessel will
be operated by CDWE, a joint venture
between CSBC and Belgium-based

TAIWAN'S JAN. - MAR. 2022 TRADE FIGURES
(YEAR-ON-YEAR COMPARISON)
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Dredging, Environmental, and Marine
Engineering NV. It will be able to transport wind turbines, jackets, components,
and structures in a single shipment.
Later in April, Danish wind turbine
manufacturer Vestas, together with
local partner Tien Li Offshore Wind
Technology, unveiled the first domestically built wind turbine blade at their
210,000-square-meter facility in Taichung.
Consisting of locally produced materials, the blade weighs 35 tons, measures
85 meters in length, and will be installed
later this year on a 9.5MW turbine for
the Changfang offshore wind project of
Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners (CIP).
Production of the turbine was completed
two years ahead of schedule.
Capping off a milestone month for the
industry, Danish giant Ørsted announced
that its Greater Changhua Offshore Wind
Farm – which it refers to as “Taiwan’s
biggest offshore wind farm” – began
delivering power directly to the national
power grid, four years after work on
the project first started. The company
declined to specify how much power is
currently being provided to the Taiwan
Power Co. (Taipower) but said that once
the wind farm is fully operational, its total
of 111 wind turbines will produce enough
energy to supply a million households.
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Celebrating a Longstanding Pillar of Taiwan’s
International Community

T

he Community Services Center
turns 35 this year, a significant
milestone for the organization. Founded in 1987, the Taipei-based
nonprofit has striven to provide highquality support services to Taiwan’s
foreign residents to help them settle and
acclimate to life in Taiwan.
Chief among the Center’s top-tier
attributes is its strong and diverse counseling team. All of its counselors are
licensed by Taiwan’s Ministry of Health
and Welfare and are required to speak
English fluently. In addition, counseling services are provided on a slidingscale basis and capped at NT$3,500 per
50-minute session. For emergencies, the
Center operates a 24/7 crisis line.
As the number of foreigners in Taiwan
has grown significantly in recent years, so
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has demand for counseling at the Center.
Executive Director Adam McMillan
notes that last year, the Center provided
over 6,000 counseling sessions, a nearly
six-fold increase from when he began at
the organization in 2012. The growing
need for discreet, quality Englishlanguage mental health care has resulted
in a waitlist for those seeking counseling
through the Center.
In addition to counseling, the Center
organizes activities such as hikes and
local tours, as well as cooking, exercise,
and survival Chinese classes, and orientation programs for newcomers. It also
hosts cultural and educational events,
and publishes a monthly lifestyle magazine, Centered on Taipei, which features
stories on cross-cultural living, counseling and health, travel, hiking, sports,
cultural and community events, and the
arts. Living in a new place far away from
home can be a challenging experience;
however, the Center and its many offerings constitute an important support
network for both long-term and newly
arrived foreigners in Taiwan.
To a c c o m m o d a t e t h e i n c r e a s e d
demand for its services and continue
expanding its work with Taiwan’s international community, the Center has
decided to move to a new and more
updated location. McMillan stresses
that the move will not be an easy one,

pointing out that in order to be certified
as a mental health facility in Taiwan, the
new location will need to meet certain
criteria, including soundproof counseling
rooms. He adds that switching locations
and ensuring that everything is up to code
will require a substantial investment of
time and money. The Center’s team has
thus begun seeking partners and donors
to raise funds and provide essential goods
and services in support of the move.
To learn more about the Center and
find out how you can support this important institution, please contact:
The Community Services Center
Address: No. 25, Lane 290 Zhong Shan
North Rd., Sec. 6 Taipei, Taiwan R.O.C.
Tel: (02) 2836-8134
Crisis Line: 0932-594-578
www.communitycenter.org.tw
www.facebook.com/TheCenterTaipei/
www.instagram.com/the_center_taipei/
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BIOTECH

Taiwan Pushes Ahead
with Domestic Vaccines
BY MATTHEW FULCO

E

arly in the coronavirus pandemic,
Taiwan made a fateful decision: It
would develop its own COVID19 vaccines and make them a key part of
its inoculation effort. Two local biotech
firms, Medigen Vaccine Biologics Corp.
and UBI Pharma, took on the task.
The Tsai Ing-wen administration
had sound reasons for wanting domestic COVID-19 vaccines. Since it is not
a member of the World Health Organization (WHO), Taiwan could not count
on being able to expeditiously secure
vaccines from international producers
through the WHO’s COVAX program.
Possible interference by China, which
has blocked Taiwan from obtaining
WHO membership or even observership,
loomed large. Having some self-sufficiency to inoculate the population against

產疫
文

More than two million doses of Medigen’s
MVC-COV1901 have been administered
domestically, but it has yet to gain traction
internationally. Meanwhile UBI Pharma’s
UB-612 is pending emergency-use
authorization in Taiwan.

SARS-CoV-2 seemed prudent from a
public health standpoint.
Further, if local firms could develop
their own COVID-19 vaccines, it would
boost the biotech sector – one of the
strategic industries targeted by the Tsai
administration in its 5+2 Industrial Innovation plan – and possibly open up
new international markets for Taiwanese biotech. It was clear from the onset
of the pandemic that developing countries would face a vaccine shortfall, and
Taiwan saw a chance to be a vaccine
supplier to some of them.
“It is worthwhile for Taiwan to
maintain its own capacity [to produce
COVID-19 vaccines] as it has the R&D
and manufacturing capability, and there
has been a vaccine shortage in many
countries,” says Wallace Lin, secre-

tary general of the Taiwan Bio Industry Organization, an NGO that promotes
Taiwan’s biotech industry.
Ye t a s i t t u r n s o u t , d e v e l o p i n g
a vaccine for a novel pathogen like
SARS-CoV-2 is perhaps more challenging than the Taiwanese government or
local biotech firms envisioned. Thus far,
only Medigen has received emergency
approval authorization (EUA) for its
vaccine, MVC-COV1901. UBI Pharma’s
application was rejected last August after
its UB-612 COVID-19 vaccine candidate
failed in one aspect to meet the standards
set by the Taiwan Food and Drug Administration (TFDA). Despite UBI Pharma
reapplying for the EUA in March, the
TFDA has not signaled that approval is
forthcoming.
“It definitely will be helpful for
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Taiwan to have its own COVID-19
vaccines, but because the government
was too eager to launch them, some of
the required scientific processes were not
really well established,” says one doctor
and veteran of Taiwan’s healthcare industry, who requested anonymity due to the
sensitivity of the matter.
The doctor notes that Medigen’s
vaccine was launched during Taiwan’s
first domestic COVID-19 outbreak last
July, when the country’s vaccination rate
was just 20%. Confident that its strict

border controls could contain the virus,
the government had not aggressively
procured vaccines from global producers, the doctor says. Meanwhile, the evermutating virus caused global demand for
vaccines to surge, with production often
unable to keep up. Thus, when cases in
Taiwan began spiking last year, the only
way to boost the vaccine supply quickly
was to launch the domestic vaccine.
As of April, just two countries besides
Taiwan have granted an EUA to Medigen’s vaccine: Paraguay and Somaliland.

Although no large-scale clinical trials have been conducted for Medigen's COVID19 vaccine, studies on the immunobridging technique the company has employed
have shown promising results for patients.
PHOTO: CNA

The main reason it has not been greenlighted elsewhere is that Medigen has
not yet completed Phase III clinical trials
of the vaccine, and it thus lacks WHO
approval. In a bid to bring its vaccine to
market faster amid Taiwan’s COVID19 outbreak last year, Medigen opted
for immunobridging, a controlled trial
used in the place of efficacy data. Immunobridging studies seek to infer the likeliness of vaccine protection by comparing the immune response (neutralizing
antibodies) the vaccine candidate creates
in the body to that elicited by existing
WHO-approved vaccines.
Though regulatory authorities in the
EU, Switzerland, UK, Australia, Canada,
and Singapore have deemed immunobridging studies acceptable for authorizing COVID-19 vaccines, the technique is
not yet considered equivalent to clinical
trials. Indeed, placebo-controlled disease
endpoint trials remain the gold standard
for vaccine authorization.
“From the beginning, Medigen did not
follow a standard internationally recognized procedure so it is really hard to
judge the efficacy of this vaccine,” says
Dr. Chan Chang-chuan, an epidemiologist
at National Taiwan University’s College
of Public Health. To accurately assess
the vaccine’s ability to prevent disease in
controlled circumstances, “we need to
have more human subjects – 30,000 to
50,000 is standard in a Phase III trial.”
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The major international producers
of COVID-19 vaccines have followed
those guidelines. Moderna’s Phase III trial
enrolled 30,000 subjects, AstraZeneca
about 32,500, and Pfizer-BioNTech more
than 43,000.
Adding to Medigen’s challenge is the
limited data comparing the performance
of its vaccine to others in the real world.
“We need this kind of real-world data to
prove that Taiwan’s domestic vaccines
are effective,” Chan says.
To date, while no large-scale studies
of the effectiveness of Medigen’s vaccine
have been completed, there have been
some smaller ones. Citing a trial of 200
participants carried out by Taoyuan
General Hospital, Medigen in January reported higher neutralizing antibody levels in people who were given
its COVID-19 vaccine as a booster after
receiving two AstraZeneca doses, similar to the antibody levels in those who
received an mRNA vaccine booster.
Medigen also cites Ministry of Health
and Welfare (MOHW) data announced
in April showing that compared to other
vaccines, MVC-COV1901 can better
protect against so-called “breakthrough
infections,” in which a fully vaccinated
person becomes infected with COVID19. Based on the last dose of each type of
vaccine, the MVC vaccine had a breakthrough infection rate of 2.6 per 100,000
vaccinees, compared to 10.2 for Astra-

Zeneca’s Vaxevria, 7.5 for Pfizer-BioNTech’s Comirnaty, and 6.5 for Moderna’s
Spikevax.

Niche markets
Despite the obstacles MVC-COV1901
faces, it may have opportunities in niche
markets, notably in developing countries.
Just 16% of people in low-income countries had received at least one vaccine
dose as of April, according to The New
York Times. In Africa, just 20% of
people have received at least one dose.
In response to a question from Taiwan
Business TOPICS about whether the
company sought to distribute its vaccine
in Latin America, Southeast Asia, and
Africa, Medigen vice chairman and CEO

Charles Chen said that those territories “are high on our priority list, but
we have to go through the regulatory
processes and scrutiny prior to being able
to sell.”
I n D e c e m b e r 2021, S o m a l i l a n d
became the second country after Taiwan
to grant an EUA to Medigen’s vaccine
after Taiwan announced it would donate
150,000 doses to the de facto African
state that declared independence from
Somalia in 1991. Somaliland maintains
offices in about a dozen countries but
does not have diplomatic ties with any
nation.
This effort appeared to have political as well as public health considerations given Taiwan’s dwindling number
of diplomatic allies – down to 14 after
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with AstraZeneca’s. According to Medigen, MVC-COV1901 generated 3.7
times as many neutralizing antibodies
as Vaxevria, meeting the standard for
“superiority.”
Medigen is also conducting Phase
III trials in the Philippines, Colombia, and Mali under the WHO’s Solidarity Trial Vaccines program. WHO
has described the program as an “international, randomized clinical trial platform designed to rapidly evaluate the efficacy and safety of promising new candidate vaccines selected by an independent vaccine prioritization advisory
group composed of leading scientists and
experts.”
Should Medigen’s vaccine perform
well in Solidarity Trial Vaccines, it could
potentially make deeper inroads in the
developing world. While Colombia has
fully vaccinated 69% of its population
and the Philippines 61%, Mali’s vaccination rate is just 5%. Additionally, the Philippines and Colombia still need to administer many more boosters. Their booster
rates are 11% and 21%, respectively.
In the long run, receiving WHO
authorization will be paramount for
Medigen’s global prospects as without it,
those vaccinated with MVC-COV1901
will face similar travel restrictions as the
unvaccinated. To be sure, Taiwan can
negotiate recognition of the vaccine on a
per-country basis, but the process is ardu-

Paraguay, Taiwan's last remaining South American diplomatic ally, became the third
country to grant an EUA to Medigen's COVID-19 vaccine in February.
PHOTO: TAKEN FROM THE WEBSITE OF PARAGUAY’S MINISTRY OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND SOCIAL WELFARE

Nicaragua severed relations earlier this
year – and Somaliland’s lack of ties with
China. In February 2020, Taiwan and
Somaliland signed an agreement to establish reciprocal representative offices,
which they did later that year.
Vaccine diplomacy may also figure
into Medigen’s presence in Paraguay,
Taiwan’s last remaining diplomatic ally
in South America. Paraguay experienced
a surge in COVID-19 cases last spring.
That April, Taiwan accused China of
offering Chinese vaccines to Paraguay in

exchange for its breaking ties with Taipei.
Paraguay’s foreign ministry said in a
statement that brokers claiming to offer
Chinese COVID-19 vaccines approached
them with such a deal, but could not
confirm their links with the Chinese
government. Paraguay ultimately rejected
the conditions.
In February, Paraguay became the
third country to grant an EUA to Medigen’s vaccine following completion
of a Phase III trial of 934 people that
compared the Taiwanese firm’s vaccine
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ous. Thus far, just five nations recognize
Medigen: New Zealand, Palau, Indonesia, Belize, and Thailand.
Nevertheless, Medigen’s vaccine
enjoys relatively high acceptance in
Taiwan. For Taiwanese who rarely travel
abroad, its lack of international recognition is not a major issue. Further, it has
received the endorsement of President
Tsai Ing-wen and Vice President William
Lai, both of whom chose it over international brands.
Medigen’s status as a protein subunit
vaccine might be a benefit for people
especially concerned about vaccine
side effects, such as Taiwan’s elderly,
the segment of the population with the
lowest vaccination rate. “Since protein
subunit vaccines have been in use for

m o r e t h a n 20 y e a r s , r e l a t e d s a f e t y
concerns are fairly well understood,”
says Johnsee Lee, honorary chairman of
the Taiwan Bio Industry Organization.
In contrast, “third-generation mRNA
vaccines have only existed for a couple of
years, and so we do not know as much
about their long-term effects.”
Medigen’s Chen notes that the company’s COVID-19 subunit vaccine has three
components: the spike protein licensed
from the U.S. National Institute of
Health; aluminum hydroxide, which has
been used in vaccines for decades; and
the adjuvant CpG 1018 supplied by the
U.S. firm Dynavax, approved by the U.S.
FDA for use in a Hepatitis B vaccine.
“Formulated, this makes for a vaccine
that drives a strong immune response

with lesser amplitude of side effects
compared to the established mRNA
vaccines,” he says.

Production hub prospects
Several sources who spoke to
TOPICS for this report urged Taiwan to
focus on becoming a production hub for
global COVID-19 vaccine brands. They
noted that Taiwan has decades of experience serving as a contract electronics maker for the world’s largest technology companies and enjoys a reputation
for manufacturing prowess. They also
expressed concern that smaller biotech
firms could not viably compete with
multinational pharmaceutical giants.
“Latecomers from Korea, Japan,
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and Singapore are all developing some
kind of vaccine and they are facing the
same kind of obstacles as the Taiwanese
companies,” says NTU’s Chan. While he
believes the intention to have a domestically produced vaccine is correct,
the competitive environment favors
the biggest and best-capitalized firms.
Moderna has a market capitalization of
US$56.9 billion, AstraZeneca US$159.6
billion, Pfizer US$275.4 billion, and
BioNTech US$37.2 billion. In the race to
launch COVID-19 vaccines, those firms
not only could draw on their own vast
resources, but they also received significant financial support from the U.S.
(Moderna and Pfizer), UK (AstraZeneca),
and German governments (BioNTech).
That was not the case for Taiwan’s
two COVID-19 vaccine producers.
Though it encouraged domestic vaccine
production, the Taiwanese government
did not commit massive state funding
to the endeavor. With limited money
to spend – Medigen has a market capitalization of US$1.96 billion and UBI
Pharma US$266.8 million – local firms
faced limitations that the global vaccine
makers did not.

“The game was almost over in 2020,”
Chan says. “There were some clear
winners, and it’s very hard to catch up.”
The question now is whether Taiwan
may have also fallen behind in the
race to become a manufacturing base
for COVID-19 vaccines. Its strongest
competitor is South Korea, which in
August 2021 announced a US$2 billion
plan to emerge as a global COVID-19
vaccine production hub by 2025. Since
May 2021, South Korea’s Samsung
Biologics Co. has been assigned the task
of “fill and finish” – filling vials with the
vaccine and finishing the process of packaging the product for distribution – for
Moderna’s Spikevax. In December 2021,
the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety of
Korea issued a marketing authorization
to Moderna Korea that officially allows
Spikevax manufactured at Samsung
Biologics’ local pharmaceutical production facilities to be distributed domestically and exported.
The doctor and healthcare industry veteran who spoke to TOPICS anonymously urges Taiwan to not miss this
opportunity. “Korea is already two to
three years ahead of Taiwan in this race,”

he says. “They got the distribution rights
for some great vaccines. They are aggressive – not just the entrepreneurs, but
also the government.” In contrast, “the
Taiwanese government is always doing
things in a very conservative way, afraid
the public will oppose them.”
Taiwan has established an agreement with Moderna that will see the U.S.
biotech firm set up a subsidiary here to
support delivery of its vaccines and therapeutics. Moderna plans to do the same
in Hong Kong, Malaysia, and Singapore.
Moderna, which is known to be highly
protective of its mRNA technology, has
yet to say if it will establish a production
hub in Taiwan.
Ultimately, whether Taiwan focuses
on producing its own vaccines or serving as a contract manufacturer for global
brands, it must be aware that mRNA
vaccines are likely to be the wave of the
future, Chan says.
“Are we going to keep promoting
vaccines using old technology or those
with newer technology? It’s like analog
and digital,” he says. While analog technology continues to have specific applications, “the world has gone digital.”

Taiwan’s TCM COVID
Treatments Show Promise

S

ince the pandemic began, Taiwan has developed
several herbal formulas that traditional Chinese medicine doctors say are effective in treating COVID-19.
The most prominent of these is Taiwan Chingguan Yihau
(NRICM101), marketed under the name Respire Aid and developed by Taiwan’s National Research Institute of Chinese Medicine (NRICM).
The treatment is made up of ten ingredients that have long
been used in TCM: chameleon plant, skullcap root, snake
gourd, Japanese catnip, mulberry leaf, magnolia bark, mint,
siler root, and baked licorice.
NRICM101 aims to suppress the progression of COVID-19
by achieving three targets: first, by blocking the binding of the
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein to the ACE2 receptor on the surface
of host cell membranes and reducing the virus’s ability to infect
human cells; second, inhibiting the activity of 3CL proteases
24

(enzymes involved in a wide variety of biological functions) in
cells and stopping viral replication; and third, preventing fatal
inflammatory responses by inhibiting the secretion of cytokines,
a type of protein that affects the immune system. So-called cytokine storms, in which the body suddenly releases too many
pro-inflammatory cytokines into the blood, can occur in severe
COVID-19 cases.
Though NRICM101 received emergency use authorization (EUA) in Taiwan in May 2020, there was limited opportunity for domestic use for more than a year because of an effective zero-COVID policy. Taiwan simply had too few patients –
roughly 1,000 total cases as of early May 2021, around 80% of
which were imported, and very few severe cases. However, that
changed with the first major domestic outbreak in May 2021.
At that time, an NRICM research group created a platform
for clinical trials, held from May until early August 2021. The
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trials enrolled 524 patients, including 100 who were critically
ill. NRICM found that patients who took NRICM101 were
80% less likely to progress to serious illness than those who did
not. Further, researchers discovered that NRICM102, a variation on the original, lowered the critically ill’s mortality rate by
more than 50%.
Added to NRICM102 are stronger substances that “help
bolster health maintenance,” according to NRICM director Su
Yi-chang. He adds that NRICM is assessing the new formula’s effectiveness in treating other diseases besides COVID-19,
among them chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, cardiac and
pulmonary arrest, and pulmonary embolism.

Use in Taiwan and overseas
In Taiwan, NRICM101 can be obtained after an examination and prescription from a TCM doctor. The cost is covered
by Taiwan’s National Health Insurance (NHI) system. Overseas,
it is marketed as a supplement and costs roughly US$60 per
box. A 10-day treatment regimen requires about two boxes.
Some experts believe that the formula could be offered to
elderly people in Taiwan who refuse to be vaccinated but are
familiar with TCM. Taiwan’s vaccination rate has plateaued
at around 80%, mostly due to hesitancy among seniors to get
vaccinated. The Taiwanese government has tried to incentivize them with financial rewards of up to NT$500 per shot (for
people 65 and older), but the efforts have had limited success
thus far.
“Chinese medicine is not a substitute for a COVID-19
vaccine, but could potentially offer some protection,” says Johnsee Lin, chairman of the Taiwan Bio Industry Organization.
“This has to be scientifically verified though.”
At an April news conference, Huang Yi-chia, a TCM practitioner from Tri-Service General Hospital, said that her hospital had prescribed NRICM101 to more than 200 COVID-19

Time for Taiwan to Seize
the Medical Supply
Chain Moment
BY DEXTER MURRAY

I

n the last year, the world has become
painfully aware of the importance of
supply chains in the global economy.
COVID-related manufacturing disruptions, logistical backlogs at major ports,
and geopolitical conflicts have made it

Clinical trial data for herbal COVID-19 treatments such as
NRICM101 (marketed under the brand name Respire Aid) have
shown their potential in preventing serious illnesses in
patients.
PHOTO: CNA

patients aged three to 100 since it obtained EUA in Taiwan
roughly two years ago. The patients showed significant improvement, she said.
In March, President Tsai Ing-wen said the government would
promote the expansion of Taiwan’s TCM industry into international markets. Speaking at an event marking the 92nd anniversary of the NRICM’s founding, Tsai said Taiwan’s herbal formulas demonstrated success in “combating COVID-19 deaths.”
Researchers at NRICM believe that the relative affordability of NRICM101 compared to Western pharmaceutical drugs
used to treat COVID-19 could make the herbal formula a feasible treatment option in the developing world. While there is no
doubt that NRICM101 is cheaper than Western antivirals, the
fact that it has not undergone the same level of rigorous scientific
review as those drugs could limit its international acceptance.
— By Matthew Fulco

The island’s manufacturing and
technological strengths and trove of
medical data make it well positioned
to assume a significant role in biotech
development and healthcare supply chains,
but to do so, it must first surmount some
longstanding obstacles.

clear that supply chains are much more
vulnerable than previously thought
and that boosting their resilience must
become a top priority.
One supply chain of particular
concern is that of the global medical

industry. Delayed furniture orders and
iPhone releases are an annoyance, but
disruptions in medical supply chains can
have life-threatening consequences for
those who rely on them.
Shortages of certain medicines and
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supplies caused by COVID-19 triggered
a closer examination of the world’s medical supply chains, revealing a worrisome
lack of diversification and an overreliance
on China for key materials. According
to a report by the U.S.-based Council on
Foreign Relations, Chinese manufacturers account for a staggering 80% of the
active pharmaceutical ingredients used to
make drugs consumed in the U.S.
The overrepresentation of Chinese
firms in the medical supply chain has
been identified as a major strategic weakness by U.S. officials, who fear it could
be weaponized by China in the event of a
conflict. Additionally, trust in China has
been severely weakened in the wake of
the pandemic. The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) recently voiced
concerns about the quality of drugs
developed in China and asked suppliers
to evaluate their supply chains and diversify if possible. A bipartisan Congressional letter also called on drugmakers to
reduce their reliance on China.
Observers have quickly recognized
that these events have created broad
opportunities for Taiwan to play a larger
role in the world’s medical supply chains.
Taiwan is already a well-known high-tech
manufacturer, and foreign companies that
design high-tech semiconductors already
trust Taiwanese manufacturing firms to
produce their chips with a high degree of
precision and guaranteed protection of
their intellectual property. Could Taiwan

do the same for foreign drugmakers?
According to Herb Wu, chief executive officer at the Development Center
for Biotechnology (DCB), a government-established research organization, the Ministry of Economic Affairs’
new Act for the Development of Biotech
and Pharmaceutical Industry, promulgated in December last year, is a sign that
Taiwan’s government believes in seeking
to fulfill that potential.
The new law gives generous tax
exemptions to encourage the establishment of more contract development and
manufacturing companies (CMDOs) to
provide services to large pharmaceutical firms. A recent example of such possible collaboration is Taiwan’s effort to
arrange for a national biotech firm to
sign a CMDO agreement with COVID19 vaccine manufacturer Moderna. If
successful, these kinds of partnerships
could foster the creation of new biotech
manufacturing giants that could occupy
a role similar to TSMC’s in the semiconductor industry.
In addition to securing more CMDO
contracts and building out its pharmaceutical manufacturing capabilities, Taiwan
may also be able to leverage its expertise in collecting and managing data to
become a hub for clinical trials. Clinical trials often rely on very large datasets, which has put Taiwan at a disadvantage due to its relatively small population
size. However, new developments in digi-

tal medicine and AI mean that data quality is becoming almost as important as
data quantity. New AI-based diagnostic
technologies require access to high-quality, accurate, and clean patient data, an
area in which China is increasingly seen
as deficient. Given the ultra-sensitivity of
patient data China’s sullied cybersecurity reputation makes it a less attractive
option for such critical data-based work.
On the other hand, Taiwan not only
has access to high-quality patient data via
its single-payer National Health Insurance (NHI) system, but also has a solid
reputation when it comes to data security. Taiwan is thus well-placed to become
a hub for developing digital medicine and
conducting vital clinical trials.
Although these opportunities seem
ripe for Taiwan’s picking, taking advantage of them will first require overcoming several obstacles. To start, despite
the massive resources Taiwan has been
investing in development of its biotech
industry, it has still failed to capture a
significant share of the world market. A
recent Carnegie Endowment for International Peace report notes that Taiwan’s
market share of the global biotech industry was just 2% in 2021, and the proportion of international biotech investment
Taiwan received that year was below 1%.
This lack of investment can be
partially attributed to a lack of strong
university-based research programs
that enhance Taiwan’s R&D capacities.
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Taiwan’s premier research university,
National Taiwan University, ranks below
many of its Asian counterparts, putting
it at a disadvantage when foreign firms
look to outsource R&D. Investing more
resources into Taiwan’s research institutions may bolster its ability to compete
with Japan and Australia as they each
vie to become a regional biotech R&D
hub. Increasing partnerships between
American and Taiwanese universities has
been proposed as a way to resolve this
issue, as it would allow researchers from
Taiwan to develop relationships with
those in the U.S. in important fields such
as big data, machine learning, and AI.

Regulatory constraints
Another impediment to strengthening Taiwan’s role in global medical
supply chains is related to its regulatory
system. All pharmaceuticals and medical
devices must be approved by Taiwan’s
Food and Drug Administration (TFDA),
whose regulatory approval process has
been described as onerous and lengthy
compared with other countries. One
study found that TFDA approval usually
comes about 30.5 months after the drug
was first approved in another market.
This approval lag has made Taiwan a
less attractive option for firms developing new therapeutics and conducting
clinical trials.
Beginning in 2015 with Taiwan’s
implementation of a Pharmaceutical
Inspection Convention and Pharmaceutical Inspection Co-operation Scheme
(PIC/S), and more recently with passage
of a new Medical Devices Act in May
2021, Taiwan has begun bringing its
regulatory environment in line with
global standards and has helped to accelerate the regulatory approval process.
Still, gaps remain, and some, including Evan A. Feigenbaum and Michael
R. Nelson at the Carnegie Endowment,
have suggested that creating working
groups between U.S. and Taiwan regulatory bodies could help shorten Taiwan’s
approval lag.
Regulations are also hindering
Taiwan from fully leveraging its highquality NHI patient data, which cannot
currently be used by private industry
due to Taiwan’s personal data protection
laws. Making full use of its data, observ-

ers say, will require that Taiwan implement regulatory reforms that allow data
sharing while ensuring the protection of
individuals’ sensitive health information.
Regulatory reforms should also allow
for cross-border data sharing, enabling
multinational firms to more easily use
the data and combine it with data from
other countries.
Among the other regulatory issues for
biotech firms looking to do business in
Taiwan is the time-consuming process for
the National Health Insurance Administration (NHIA) to approve reimbursement prices for new drugs. A 2020 study
found that it typically takes more than
one year for a drug company’s application for inclusion in the reimbursement system to be acted upon, longer
than all but two of the other countries
studied. The study found that changes
to the NHIA’s drug reimbursement policies in 2002 contributed to a longer time
span and recommended that policymakers reform the reimbursement system to
speed up the time to market for innovative new drugs.
Heather Lin, chief operating officer at the International Research-based
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, says that one reason for such a long
delay could be the low reimbursement
price offered by Taiwan’s health authorities for new drugs. She says that in order
to keep this low price from becoming
the benchmark for other countries like
China and South Korea, “manufacturers
cannot accept or are not allowed by their
HQ to agree to pay the price.” She notes
that this often leads to a lengthy negotia-

tion process between the government and
manufacturers.
Another issue for the biotech sector
has been a brain drain among R&D
talent. Taiwan has an excellent pool of
STEM (science, technology, engineering, and medical) talent, with more
than 70% of Taiwan’s biotech personnel having received education in the
U.S. However, they are often poached
by overseas employers offering much
higher compensation than can be found
in Taiwan. The exodus of this top talent
is another obstacle keeping Taiwan from
becoming an R&D hub, and finding
ways to attract and retain STEM expertise is critical if Taiwan wants to become
a world leader in biotech.
Further frustrating Taiwan’s biotech
ambitions is the difficulty of predicting where the industry is headed. The
Taiwanese government’s goals for developing the biotech industry are laid
out in several different government
initiatives such as 2016’s 5+2 Innovative Industries Plan and the 2020 Six
Core Strategic Industries Plan. These
programs seek to identify key biotechindustry areas that are expected to grow
in the future and to concentrate investment in those areas.
The problem with making such
predictions, however, is that the biotech
field is constantly evolving. Biotech is
currently spreading to many different
industries, including food and energy,
making it difficult to pinpoint exactly
which areas will yield the greatest returns.
Instead of attempting to identify the most
lucrative investments, many experts say
that the government should focus on how
it can address the regulatory and reimbursement issues that hinder the industry
from growing organically.
No matter what action Taiwan’s
government takes, most observers
emphasize that time is of the essence, as
Taiwan is not alone in recognizing recent
opportunities in global medical supply
chains. Wu of the DCB compared the
current situation to the U.S. land rush in
the 1800s, pointing to the vast opportunity in the biotech market and medical supply chains and the many countries now moving in to stake their claim.
Those who get there first will reap the
rewards, while those who wait will be
left in the dust.
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Improving Taiwan’s Healthcare R&D
Environment Requires Reform

F

or multinational pharmaceutical
companies, Taiwan has proven
itself to be a very attractive investment destination in the Asia Pacific. The
island’s sizeable pool of high-quality
S T E M t a l e n t , i t s e x t e n s i v e e x p e rtise in and productive environment for
conducting clinical trials, active government-industry-academia cooperation in
medical research, and advanced bio-ICT
capacity are just a few of the qualities
that have led over a dozen major pharmaceutical giants to invest significantly
in research and development in Taiwan
over the years.
Those firms, represented by the International Research-based Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers Association (IRPMA),
have also engaged the Taiwan government extensively through public-private
partnerships that tackle areas such as
talent development, startup cultivation,
digital and precision health, and public
health. While optimistic about Taiwan’s
potential to become a regional hub of
biopharmaceutical R&D and innovation,

IRPMA and its member companies also
see room for improvement in Taiwan’s
healthcare system.
One of the main concerns the organization raises on a regular basis is
Taiwan’s approach to the reimbursement
of new drugs. Under Taiwan’s singlepayer healthcare system, reimbursement
amounts are determined by the Pharmaceutical Benefit and Reimbursement
Scheme (PBRS) Joint Committee, a body
composed of government officials and
hospital associations, as well as manufacturers and patient groups (which
participate only as observers).
Yet reimbursement is generally limited
by Taiwan’s Global Budget Payment
System, which IRPMA notes is insufficient to support the introduction of
the latest cutting-edge drugs and treatments being developed by multinational
pharmaceutical companies. Often, the
reimbursement price set by the PBRS is
too low for these companies to accept,
and they instead opt for either a delayed
launch in the Taiwan market or forgo

launching in Taiwan altogether.
Heather Lin, chief operating officer
at IRPMA, says that the reason for such
decisions is related to the enormous
investment required to develop a new
drug. On average, the time it takes for
a new drug to go to market is at least
15 years, including 6-7 years spent on
drug ingredients exploration and safety
and efficacy evaluations, 7-13 years on
clinical trials, and one year on applying
for market approval. Throughout that
process, R&D costs can exceed US$6.9
billion. Excessively focusing on costcontainment in the reimbursement
process undervalues the time, money,
and effort that goes into developing new
pharmaceutical products.
“Taiwan’s National Health Insurance
(NHI) system is supposed to put patients
at the center,” says Lin. “But currently,
Taiwan’s patients are not getting the
access they deserve to innovative new
drugs or are suffering from a time lag
between reimbursement and market
access.”
To begin resolving this issue, Lin
cites a few approaches that have proven
successful in other single-payer countries as possible models for Taiwan to
follow. One such method is risk-sharing
mechanisms – also known as Managed
Entry Agreements (MEAs) – in which
pharmaceutical companies agree to
certain terms to reduce payer uncertainty
regarding innovative new drugs. While
Taiwan’s Ministry of Health and Welfare
(MOHW) has since 2018 implemented
such MEAs, there remains a lack of
mutual risk-sharing and equitable treatment in these accords.
Another solution that IRPMA has
advocated for many years is copayment
reform – increasing the out-of-pocket
expenses for patients, with the trade-

For more information, please contact:
International Research-based Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association (IRPMA)
9F-8, 188 Nanjing E. Rd., Sec. 5, Taipei 10571, Taiwan | Tel: +886-2-2767-5661 Fax: +886-2-2746-8575 | www.irpma.org.tw
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off being improved access to life-saving
treatments and medicines.
Lastly, Lin highlights the decision
single-payer countries such as the UK
and Australia have made to allow for
multiple funding flows, rather than rely
on a fixed budget that may not be sufficient to cover all of their healthcare
needs, as is the case in Taiwan. Additional funding sources might include
entrepreneurs, tax revenue, and IRPMA
member companies, says Lin.

L i n n o t e s t h a t t h e C O V I D -19
pandemic has significantly elevated the
status and perception of multinational
pharmaceutical companies, given their
role in the global development of coronavirus treatments and vaccines. It is also
pushing companies to reconsider how
their supply chains are structured, and
Taiwan with its world-renowned tech
sector and strong R&D capabilities now
has an opportunity to be part of that
realignment.

時

In addition, Lin says that the government is now placing much greater
emphasis on investing in healthcare and
R&D. However, she says IRPMA would
like to see a better balance of investment
in international as well as local pharmaceutical development. “If Taiwan is going
to develop its own drugs, it cannot focus
solely on the domestic market,” she says.
“You have to launch in markets all over
the world. IRPMA member firms can
help local companies accomplish this.”
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Is Formosa Plastics Ready to Go
Carbon Neutral?
The Formosa Plastics Group, the world’s 10th-largest petrochemical company, has
announced its intention of becoming carbon neutral by 2050. Considering that the
conglomerate generates more than 50 million metric tons of carbon emissions a year,
how does it intend to reach that goal?
BY WU CHING-FANG, COMMONWEALTH MAGAZINE

T

he Formosa Plastics Group is
one of Taiwan’s main economic
arteries. Its four major subsidiaries – Formosa Petrochemical Corp.,
Formosa Plastics Corp., Nan Ya Plastics Corp., and Formosa Chemicals &
Fibre Corp. – had a combined revenue
of NT$1.7 trillion (US$58 billion) in
2021, accounting for around 10% of
Taiwan’s GDP that year.
As one of the few fully vertically
integrated petrochemical conglomerates
in the world, Formosa Plastics provides
essential support to countless industries
with offerings that range from upstream
refined oil products and naphtha
cracking-produced raw materials to
midstream plastics and downstream
textile fibers.
Yet at a time of rising environmental and climate change awareness,
one number stands out above any of its
financial highlights: 51.83 million metric
tons. That was the amount of carbon
emissions generated by Formosa Plastics Group factories around the world
in 2020, representing 20% of Taiwan’s
total carbon emissions and coming in
only second behind state-run utility
Taiwan Power Co. (Taipower). The company knows that this output is untenable.
30

Facing pressure to tackle its carbon
problem, this petrochemical giant has
emerged as Taiwan’s first large enterprise to disclose a complete carbon
reduction plan, in which it has pledged
to achieve carbon neutrality over the
next 30 years while maintaining business growth.
O n e o f t h e w o r l d ’s 10 b i g g e s t

petrochemical companies, with manufacturing facilities in 40 locations
around the world, the Formosa Plastics
Group is betting on energy transition, innovative production methods,
and new business models to limit its
environmental footprint. To find out
more about the conglomerate’s actions
and challenges in combating carbon

From left to right, Nan Ya Plastics Chairman Wu Chia-Chau, Formosa Plastics Corporation Chairman & President Jason Lin, Formosa Chemicals & Fibre Corporation Chairman Hong Fu-yuan, and Formosa Petrochemical Corporation Chairman and Managing
Director Chen Bao-lang.
PHOTO: HSIEH PEI-YIN, COMMONWEALTH
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The Mailiao coal bunker, where shipments of coal are stored before going to fuel the complex's 1,800MW coal-fired power plant.
PHOTO: HS IEH PEI-YIN, COMMONWEALTH

emissions and climate change, CommonWealth visited three of its facilities
across Taiwan.

Mailiao: From coal to gas
The Formosa Plastics Group
founders, brothers Wang Yung-ching
a n d Wa n g Yu n g - t s a i , b u i l t A s i a ’s
biggest petrochemical facility, the
Sixth Naphtha Cracker Complex,
on reclaimed land off the coast of
Mailiao in Yunlin County more than
three decades ago. The 2,000-hectare,
NT$900 billion installation includes an
industrial port, a coal-fired power plant,
and more than 50 factories that handle
everything from plastics production to
upstream refining. It is a vertically integrated hub, which allows the group
to maintain complete control over the
supply chain and flow of raw materials.
Operations at the complex are powered by a hidden system of energy
generation. When coal ships arrive at
Mailiao’s port, the product is unloaded
onto an enclosed conveyor belt system
and transported to the complex’s coal
bunker. It then is sent to either to the
onsite coal-fired plant to generate
power for sale to Taipower or to cogen-

eration plants to create the electricity
and steam used by factories in the complex. The first step in the company’s
carbon neutral campaign will be to
overhaul this system. By 2028, the ships
most commonly entering the industrial
port may be LNG carriers rather than
bulk coal ships.
The Mailiao power plant has three
coal-fired generators totaling 1,800MW
of installed capacity, but these will
be taken out of service by 2025 and
replaced with two 1,200MW gas-fired
generators at a cost of NT$95.2 billion,
a sum roughly equal to Formosa Petrochemical’s paid-in capital.
The transition to natural gas will cut
the conglomerate’s generation of carbon
emissions by more than 6 million metric
tons in the next 10 years, accounting
for more than half of its 2030 carbon
reduction goal. But Formosa Petrochemical Chairman Chen Bao-lang
bluntly acknowledges that natural gas is
still a carbon-generating fossil fuel that
can only serve as a transitional energy
source, and that using it would have
economic consequences.
“If Taipower does not adjust its electricity purchase price, we will definitely
be selling them gas-fired electricity at a

loss because natural gas is really expensive right now,” he says. “Taiwan has
the fourth-lowest electricity prices in
the world. We have to think about more
rational pricing.”
On the cogeneration side, Chen said
the company was considering using
zero-emissions biofuels, such as coconut
and palm shells from Southeast Asia or
wood pellets from North America.
“[State-owned petroleum enterprise] CPC Taiwan Corp. and Formosa
Plastics could both develop hydrogen
energy, but only Formosa Plastics’
process will be fully integrated, from
importing natural gas and producing
hydrogen to generating power,” says
Lee Chien-ming, vice president of
Taiwan Research Institute, a think
tank. Building a foundation for natural
gas infrastructure, Lee says, will pave
the way for the group’s hydrogen development.

Renwu: Testing carbon capture
In Formosa Plastics’ early days,
it produced industrial alkalis, a process that generated excess chlorine.
To recycle that chlorine, Wang Yungching decided to make plastics, and he
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applied for a loan backed by American economic aid to build Taiwan’s
first PVC (polyvinyl chloride) factory in
Kaohsiung.
Now, some 60 years later, the Formosa Plastics Group produces more
than 3 million metric tons of PVC a
year, making it a major global supplier
of the material. The material Formosa
Plastics needs to recycle now is no
longer chlorine, but colorless, odorless
carbon dioxide.
To address this issue, Formosa Plastics’ factory in Kaohsiung City’s Renwu
district completed a pilot carbon
capture plant in January 2022 in partnership with the Industrial Technology
Research Institute and National Cheng
Kung University. The project will collect and purify more than 30 metric
tons of CO2 a year from the test project’s chimney.
After the CO2 is captured, it has
many applications. For example, it can
be turned into alkanes – the most basic
of petrochemical raw materials such
as methane and ethane – through the
process of hydrogenation, and then processed further into plastics, clothing,
and other petrochemical products.
Formosa Petrochemical is also

testing carbon capture at the Mailiao
complex and intends to use the latest
solutions developed by Lummus Technology, the American company that
originally designed the naphtha
cracking process used in Mailiao.
While Formosa Plastics and Formosa Petrochemical are both testing
the capture of carbon directly from
factory chimneys, Nan Ya Plastics’ ethylene glycol plant is giving some of the
carbon generated by its production processes to downstream suppliers such as
the Chang Chun Group to make acetic
acid. It is also planning to convert CO2
into semiconductor and industrial-grade
raw materials and hopes to be able to
recycle all the CO2 it generates into
usable resources by 2025.

Nan Ya: Circular business
Nan Ya, the world’s largest plastics
processor, has been developing green
materials for years due to the pressure imposed by its major international
clients to embrace sustainability and
carbon reduction.
“Behind the competition between
brands is competition between supply
chains on carbon reduction,” says

Sunny Huang, executive director of garment manufacturing giant New Wide
Group, who expects brand pressure in
this area to be ramped up this year.
One key Nan Ya initiative is to
recycle PET bottles. Nan Ya Chairman
Wu Chia-chau said the company’s recycled PET technology is mature, and
90% of it is used to produce long-fiber
functional textiles that have relatively
high technical thresholds. Nan Ya recycled nearly 10 billion PET bottles last
year, resulting in an 84% reduction in
carbon emissions. The next step in the
company’s circular economy campaign
is to help big brand clients adjust their
designs and materials and establish a
recycling business model.
For example, Nan Ya currently
collects waste materials from the contractors used by its international clients and
then sorts them mechanically at its Shulin
factory. To eliminate the sorting process
and make materials easier to recycle, the
company is working with clients such as
Adidas to design and develop different
clothing accessories like buttons and zippers using a single material.
Nan Ya is not the only group subsidiary collaborating closely with
customers on sustainability. Formosa

Nan Ya’s PET bottle recycling facility (left) turns discarded plastic bottles into fiber that can be used to make functional textiles and
other useful materials. The company also collects waste items from its clients and sorts them for recycling at its Shulin facility (bottom right).
PHOTOS: HSIEH PEI-YIN, COMMONWEALTH
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Plastics and Formosa Chemicals &
Fibre are helping clients explore ways to
create added value through the carbon
cycle. Beyond its support for the big
international brands, Formosa Plastics
has gotten involved in such niche projects as diapers and fishing nets.
Traditional diapers use several different materials, including polyethylene
for the outer waterproof layer, polypropylene (PP) for the inner non-woven
fabric, and a superabsorbent polymer
(SAP) liquid-absorbing material for
the diaper’s middle layer. The first two
are standard materials, but Formosa
Plastics is the only producer of SAP in
Taiwan. Because of the complexity of
materials, recycling diapers is generally
considered an impossible task.
The pilot carbon capture plant at Formosa Plastics' Renwu facility in Kaohsiung aims
to catch and purify more than 30 metric tons of carbon dioxide from the project's
chimney.
PHOTO: HSIEH PEI-YIN, COMMONWEALTH

The current methods for handling waste
diapers largely involve incineration or
burying them in landfills, the monetary
and environmental costs of which are
very high. Formosa Plastics has been
researching how to produce sustainable
diapers as a possible solution to this
issue.
PHOTO: HSIEH PEI-YIN, COMMONWEALTH

Nevertheless, Formosa Plastics is
giving it a shot by teaming up a diaper
maker and a recycler. It has developed
a PP that will be used to produce both
the inner and outer layers of diapers.
Yi Chun Green Technology Co., a recycling startup, will then collect these
specially designed diapers when they are
discarded, treat them with enzymes, and
process them into recycled materials.
Disposable diapers that have typically
been incinerated may soon be turned
into fibers, agricultural water-retaining
crystals, and even water-absorbent
materials covering submarine cables.
Formosa Plastics’ sustainable diaper
project could enter its next phase in
Taoyuan in the first half of this year,
with expectations of recycling about
4,000 diapers and cutting half a metric
ton of carbon emissions per month.

Meanwhile, Formosa Chemicals &
Fibre, Taiwan’s biggest nylon fiber manufacturer, has chosen marine waste as
its sustainability battlefield.
The company has worked with outdoor sporting goods brand Patagonia
since 2019 to convert marine waste
into recycled nylon through a chemical process. It currently produces about
500 metric tons of recycled nylon per
month, and announced in January it
would invest NT$1 billion to increase
its capacity three-fold.
Formosa Chemicals & Fibre is also
collaborating with King Chou Marine
Technology Co., the world’s secondlargest manufacturer of fishing gear.
K ing C hou c olle c ts and dis e ntangles discarded fishing nets and sends
them to Formosa Chemicals & Fibre,
which then uses them to make recycled caprolactam, a key element in the
manufacture of synthetic fibers such
as Nylon 6. It sells for US$2,600 per
metric ton, 30% more than the original
fishing net material was worth.

Long way to go
These three major initiatives –
moving from coal to gas, capturing
carbon, and recycling materials – are
all important but will still only cut the

Formosa Plastics Group’s carbon emissions by just over 10 million metric tons
over the next 10 years. In the 20 years
between 2030 to 2050, the group will
still have to deal with the remaining
annual 40 million tons. It plans to do
so through the development of carbonfree hydrogen, ammonia, and biomass
energy, as well as mature carbon capture, utilization, and sequestration
technologies.
After the second oil crisis in the late
1970s, the petrochemical industry was
branded internationally as a sunset
industry, and many small and mediumsized downstream vendors went bust.
At the time, CommonWealth interviewed Wang Yung-ching about the
sector’s potentially bleak future, and his
assessment is as applicable today as it
was then.
“Saying that the petrochemical
industry does not have a future is
wrong,” he said. “The future is created
by people. The Formosa Plastics Group
is bound to find a new path forward.”
This article first appeared in CommonWealth
Magazine Vol. 744 in March 2022. It has
been reprinted, with editing and updating,
with permission from the publisher. Translation from the original Chinese was done for
CommonWealth by Luke Sabatier.
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Taiwan Sanctions in the Wake of the
Russia-Ukraine War
Taiwan’s government has taken immediate steps to implement export
controls and other measures to limit economic activity between Taiwan
and Russia following the latter’s invasion of Ukraine.

BY JOHN EASTWOOD, HEATHER HSIAO, JAMIE CHEN, NATHAN SNYDER,
AND ERIN HOPKINS

W

ithin a day of Russia’s
February 24 invasion
of Ukraine, Taiwan’s
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
announced that it would join the
U.S., EU countries, and other
nations in imposing sanctions on
Russia in the aftermath of the
country’s invasion of Ukraine.
Since then, we’ve been watching
developments in this area closely.
Immediately following the
invasion, Minister of Economic Affairs
Wang Mei-hua, announced that her
ministry’s Bureau of Foreign Trade
(BOFT) would review all exports from
Taiwan to Russia based on the voluntary Wassenaar Arrangement on
Export Controls for Conventional Arms
and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies (Wassenaar Arrangement). While
Taiwan is not a member of this regime,
the arrangement provides a set of guidelines for it to follow, including a list
of goods and one of munitions. Given
Taiwan’s strengths in semiconductors,
computers, and other electronic goods,
we expect these extensive lists to be
applied when Taiwan conducts its strict
export reviews.
The BOFT took action on April 6,
34
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publishing the “High-Tech Commodities List for Exportation to Russia” (the
List) pursuant to Item 3 of Article 13
of the Foreign Trade Act and imposing
new restrictions on the 57 commodities listed. These commodities are
synchronized and principally similar
to those restricted by other countries
participating in the Wassenaar Arrangement. They include those categorized
as electronics, computers, telecommunications, information security, sensors
and lasers, and navigation and avionics, as well as several others. Effective
immediately on the date of the List’s
publication, exporters must apply for
special permits to continue exporting
goods of this nature to Russia. Those
who do not comply could face a pen-

a l t y o f u p t o N T $3 m i l l i o n
(US$102,000) or suspension of
their import/export licenses for up
to one year.
Given the amount of manufacturing many Taiwanese electronics
companies do within the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) and that
country’s unwillingness to participate in international sanctions
against Russia, it may be difficult
to ensure full compliance with the
sanctions programs for goods manufactured outside Taiwan.
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. (TSMC), the world’s largest
chip foundry, has ditched the Russian
market, cutting off the company’s contract manufacturing for the Moscow
Center of SPARC Technologies’ Elbrus
chips, which are reportedly used in
Russian military and intelligence systems. TSMC also has a key role in the
production of chips used in the automotive industry, and recent reports
indicate the Russian Lada car brand
has had to halt production due to
shortages of such chips.
For a period following the outbreak
of the war, Taiwanese electronics manufacturer ASUS continued to conduct
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business with Russia. However, facing
intense international pressure, including
a d i r e c t a p p e a l b y U k r a i n e ’s Vi c e
Prime Minister (and Minister of Digital Transformation) Mykhailo Federov,
the company announced on March 14
that its shipments to Russia were at an
“effective standstill,” and that it would
follow international regulations. ASUS
then announced that it would donate
NT$30 million (US$1.02 million) to the
Taiwan government-sponsored humanitarian relief fund for Ukraine.
In addition, Taiwan’s state petroleum company, CPC Corp., decided not
to renew its five-year sales and purchase
agreement for Russian liquid natural
gas (LNG) imports after the contract
with Sakhalin Energy Investment Co.
Ltd. expired in late March. Russia
accounted for 9.7% of Taiwan’s total
LNG imports of 19.44 million metric
tons in 2021.
Taiwan has not yet explicitly levied
financial sanctions on Russia, but the

Subscriptions

government has indicated that it will
carefully assess the risks and work to
prevent Taiwan from turning into a
money laundering location as a result of
the global sanctions wave. The Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU), a special
unit under the Ministry of Justice’s
Investigation Bureau, has established
a “Russia Sanctions Zone” to link the
sanctions lists of the EU and the U.S.
Department of the Treasury’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) in
order to facilitate reporting by Taiwan’s
financial and related units of suspicious
transaction records in a timely manner.
The FIU requires financial institutions to review the transactions they
handle and compare them with sanctions lists issued by Europe and the
U.S. to determine whether they are subject to sanctions rules. In the case of
abnormally large transactions, a financial institution should keep a record of
them to prevent Taiwan from becoming
a money laundering transit location.

As a practical matter, however, we are
hearing from local banks that in the
meantime, they are taking deliberate
steps to avoid all Russia-related business and transactions.
Potential Russian sanctions on
Ta i w a n m u s t a l s o b e c o n s i d e r e d .
Taiwan has been included in the list of
48 countries and territories considered
“unfriendly” by Moscow, published on
March 7 by the Russian government.
However, Taiwan authorities have said
that such an inclusion is likely to have
little effect on Taiwan, because Russia
does not supply a significant portion of
Taiwan’s industrial materials.
John Eastwood and Heather Hsiao are partners at iger, a law firm with o ces in Taipei
and Shanghai. amie Chen and athan
Snyder are associates at the firm, and rin
Hopkins is a paralegal. Eiger regularly helps
multinationals with na igating e port controls, sanctions, and other issues of domestic
and international law.
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One’s Trash is Another’s Treasure:
How Taiwan Cube Energy Turns Waste into Power

L

ast November, Taiwan Cube
Energy (TCE), Taiwan’s first
privately invested enterprise
specializing in renewable energy derived
from solid recovered fuels (SRF), broke
ground on its initial project in Taiwan,
an industrial waste-to-energy (WtE) plant
in Taoyuan. Once construction of the
plant is completed in 2025, the company
forecasts that it will be capable of
converting around 150,000 metric tons
of SRF into up to 160 million kilowatthours of renewable energy per year – the
approximate amount of power consumed
by more than 5,000 families.
With backing from I Squared Capital,
a global infrastructure investor based in
the U.S., TCE seeks to fill a particular
niche in Taiwan’s efforts to transform its
energy mix, increase renewables production, and reduce its dependence on
imported fossil fuels. The company not
only contributes to renewable power
generation, but its WtE model also helps
with addressing Taiwan’s lack of sufficient industrial waste-handling capacity,

36
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a l s o k n o w n a s t h e i s l a n d ’s “ s i x t h
shortage” (the other five being land,
water, power, labor, and professional
talent). According to Taiwan’s Environmental Protection Administration, the
total amount of industrial waste reported
in 2020 exceeded 20 million metric tons,
including 3 million metric tons of renewable resources.
“In the past, many countries including
Taiwan would send their recycled highcalorific waste abroad to the Philippines,
Indonesia, China, and other destinations,” says John Cheng, TCE’s chief
executive officer. “But since those countries have begun refusing to import that
waste, Taiwan’s government and manufacturers are now faced with the tough
challenge of how to dispose of it. Our
mission is to help industry overcome
this issue, as well as to assist the Taiwan
government reach its goals of boosting
renewable energy production and developing a circular economy.”
While Taiwan has one of the highest
densities of waste-to-energy plants in

the world, many of these existing facilities are more than 20 years old and
mainly handle municipal solid waste
from households and businesses. The
advanced technology that will be
employed at TCE’s Taoyuan plant, on
the other hand, exclusively burns SRFs
produced domestically from the highcalorific industrial waste of Taiwan’s
manufacturing sector. In addition, the
plant will produce less carbon emissions
and pollution than other thermal energy
sources such as coal and will have a WtE
conversion efficiency of nearly 28%,
much higher than the 18-21% of traditional incinerators.
Another benefit of WtE is its relatively high power density compared to
other renewable energy sources. “Unlike
solar and wind power, which are subject
to environmental changes and can suffer
from intermittency, energy produced
from SRFs is more reliable and can
provide more energy per unit of land,”
says Cheng. “Our Taoyuan WtE plant
will be capable of a steady output of
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20MW of power generation capacity for
energy users.”
Beyond its main purposes of environmental protection and power generation,
TCE’s Taoyuan plant will have a number
of additional positive benefits for
Taiwan’s economy. Once operational,
the NT$5 billion investment is expected
to create more than 100 employment
opportunities and upwards of NT$100
million in annual GDP. The company
says it will prioritize hiring talent from
Taoyuan in order to promote development of the local economy and create a
mutually beneficial, win-win scenario.
In the future, Cheng says, TCE hopes
to expand into the collection, production, and transportation of SRFs to fuel
its Taoyuan plant, as well as engage
in more projects to promote Taiwan’s
circular economy. He adds that the
company will continue to cooperate

一

人的

with the Taiwan government’s energy
and environmental policies, contribute
to its goal of net-zero carbon emissions
by 2050, and cultivate the island as a
producer of renewable power. Moreover,

it will devote its full energy to supporting
the development of Taiwan’s green
energy-related infrastructure and deepening the economic partnership between
Taiwan and the U.S.
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Elbert Man connected with TOPICS Associate Editor Julia Bergström in April to discuss what qualities make a team successful, the importance of taking risks, and the BMS approach to placing and developing talent. An abridged version of their conversation follows.

EXECUTIVE
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Meet Elbert Man of
Bristol Myers Squibb
Bristol Myers Squibb (BMS) Taiwan General Manager Elbert Man’s people-centric outlook on life
and work is a perfect match for the pharmaceutical industry. Man emphasizes transparency,
respect for boundaries, and healthy debate as essential to fostering high-performing teams,
a philosophy that has helped him advance through several country manager roles at international pharma companies.
Outside of work, Man is a dedicated musician and adventurer, and he enjoys exploring the natural scenery, culture, and cuisine of Taiwan, his adopted home. Having played the violin since
childhood, Man has found his greatest comfort in music and is one of the few to receive a Violin
Grade 8 Distinction from the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music.
Elbert Man connected with TOPICS Associate Editor Julia Bergström in April to discuss what
qualities make a team successful, the importance of taking risks, and the BMS approach to placing and developing talent. An abridged version of their conversation follows.

What attracted you to pharmaceuticals?
I’m a native of Hong Kong and finished high school there before studying
for my undergraduate degree in the U.S.,
where I subsequently stayed to work
and complete my MBA. My major in
college was chemical engineering, something I choose mainly because I wasn’t
sure what I wanted to do, and also
because chemical engineering is a bit
broader than electrical engineering or
other field-specific programs.
After graduating, I wanted to do
something unrelated to engineering
because I found it a bit too boring.
My minor in biomedical engineering
exposed me to pharmaceutical companies, and I ended up getting my first job
at a management consulting firm specializing in pharmaceuticals, which
started me on my now more than 20
years’ long career in the industry.
Working in the pharmaceutical
industry is very rewarding. The numbers are not what makes the job
meaningful – it’s when you visit doctors, and they tell you how many lives
they have saved thanks to your company. In many cases, the patients would
38

not have had any treatment options
without our drugs.
You’ve worked in four different
regions throughout your career, with
managers from 12 nationalities. How
did you adapt to all the various cultures
and mindsets of your colleagues?
I’ve had the luxury of learning from
a very vibrant business environment in
the U.S., as well as a more structured
way of working in Asia. Of my 23 years
in the business, I spent about half in the
U.S. and the other half in the Greater
China region. Funnily enough, my first
boss in the U.S. was Taiwanese, and
now my boss in Taiwan is Spanish.
Your manager’s cultural background,
the location you work in, and the company culture all play a role in making
your work environment unique and
rewarding. You pick up new things,
meet new people, and face different
challenges. When you encounter a
problem, there’s no fixed answer for
how to solve it; it’s your accumulated
experience combined with the team’s
ideas and experiences, because they also
all come from different backgrounds. I
always try to bring all ideas to the table,

see what comes up, and focus on how
we can use our unique combination of
skills to move on together.
You are also a dedicated violinist.
What has your study of music taught
you that you’ve been able to use in your
professional life?
I’ve played the violin since the first
grade. I was very serious about it and
represented Hong Kong in the youth
orchestra, which allowed me to travel
around Asia and meet people from all
over the region. Although we sometimes
didn’t speak the same language, music
to me has always been the language that
binds people together. You don’t need
to understand the person next to you on
the bench to play; you just need to tune
in to each other’s rhythm.
My musical experience has influenced my mindset at work. I don’t feel
the need to fret over whether my team
will understand me perfectly or not; I
go in with the assumption that we will
reach an understanding through the
qualities we share.
What are the most essential ingredients for a healthy and successful team?
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What’s your approach to
resolving conf licts in the
office?
I work to be open and
transparent by setting
common standards and creating a transparent work
environment. An example
that comes to mind is when
I worked in China and one
of my team members was
diagnosed with lung cancer.
She went to chemotherapy
for a few cycles and eventually had surgery to remove
a part of her lung. In that situation,
transparency and openness needed to
be a priority, not only for her but for
everyone on the team.
O nc e o u r te a m wa s m a d e fu lly
aware of the situation, they became
more attentive and considerate to this
colleague. After she recovered and
returned to work, she was 200% more
motivated; she did so well that she got
promoted. Thanks to our open and
transparent environment, we were able
to create that collaborative atmosphere.
Conflict is bound to occur, whether
in the office or other parts of life. At
the office, my philosophy is to stick to
the facts. Usually, there’s a solution and
even if both sides disagree, the facts do
not lie. I try to get people to view the
situation objectively, calm them down,
and look into what is actually happening. And then we debate; we look
for solutions. Usually, when the facts
are respected, the debate is healthy.
You live by a philosophy of “work
hard, play hard.” How does this translate into your everyday life and how
you lead teams?
At work, we expect everyone to be
devoted to their job. But for me, “work
hard” means more than that. It means
thinking creatively, not necessarily just
doing whatever you’re asked to do but
having the chance to express your ideas
and run the extra mile.
“Play hard” is also important
because we can’t work non-stop. That’s
not the motto I want to live by – I want
my team to have time to recharge and
come back better the next day. I don’t
expect them to talk about work outside

always helps if you want to
move upward. Having said
that, there’s no one fixed formula you need to follow. The
key is to know what you want
to do next, what your next one
or two steps will be. Once that
target is fixed, how to get there
becomes quite straightforward.

the office, and I set myself as a role
model. I don’t send my employees emails
or Line messages to alert them of work
topics during the night or weekends
unless it’s urgent or we have a patient
complaint. But those are rare cases.
If there’s something I’d like to raise
with my team, I might as well wait
until Monday morning before sending
an email. A Saturday email just causes
unnecessary stress or pressure for your
team. I want to enjoy myself and my
time off – I can’t work 24/7. And if I
can’t do it, why should I expect my
team to?
What advice would you like to give
young people looking to break into the
pharmaceutical industry?
Dare to try. Even in the cases you
fail, you’ll learn something new. If you
try a couple of things, you’ll have a
better grasp of what you really want.
Failure is something you need to learn
to do to move forward, and the cost is
lowest at the beginning of your career.
My second piece of advice is to ask
questions and ask for help. There are
always people willing to help and give
advice. Throughout my career, I have
mentored younger colleagues entering
the company, as well as students. I also
give speeches to people in college and
high school. I’m always happy to give
back, but in return, they have to try and
dare to take risks.
In my industry, there are some technical requirements that need to be met.
Some people take classes after work
to enhance their skillsets, whether it’s
technical or softer subjects like marketing, and expanding your skillset

How does BMS help
employees advance in their
careers?
We have something called a
“tour of duty,” where we open
a trial position for half a year or so.
For example, if a sales representative
is interested in marketing but is unsure
whether they want to go into a fulltime marketing position, the six-month
arrangement can give them a taste of
what it’s like. It’s a win-win for the
team to gain new insight from another
department and for talent to be exposed
to a new area that they might like.
If the trial is successful, the representative stays and becomes a part of
the marketing team. If they didn’t enjoy
the trial, the experience would still
have helped them return to their old
team with new skills. It allows you to
try something different without making
a commitment and encourages more
cross-team collaboration. We also promote cross-location collaboration to
increase international opportunities for
colleagues.
What do you like to do in your
spare time?
I love music, and I practice violin
with my oldest son at night. It’s a good
way to both spend quality time together
and maintain my skills.
During longer holidays, my family
and I love to travel. We already did two
round-island tours of Taiwan in 2017
and 2020, respectively, and we want to
do one more this year but with a different route. We also want to go back
and spend more time in Taitung – the
mountainside and the seaside there are
unique. It’s also a place where we had
fun with our older son, and now that
our younger son is old enough, we want
to create new memories with the whole
family there.
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Taiwan’s IC Design Firms See Impressive Gains in 2021

T

rendForce research indicates that the revenue of Taiwanese
IC design companies grew significantly in 2021, with many
firms hitting record highs due to their active procurement of various terminal applications and the effects of inflation.
These companies also performed well in terms of gross profit
margin and profitability. The top 10 Taiwanese IC design companies generated revenue of NT$906.16 billion (US$30.7 billion),
an increase of 54.3% from the previous year. In recent years,
MediaTek has contributed more than half of the output value of
Taiwan’s top 10 IC design companies and has become a primary
factor in the growth of Taiwan’s IC design industry.
Taking a look at the Q1 performance of Taiwan's top three IC
designers (Mediatek, Novatek, and Realtek), MediaTek benefited
from the increase in 5G penetration and successive shipments
of its Dimensity 9000 chipset. A mobile phone release in March
2022 produced revenue growth that can offset lower demand
for certain consumer products due to seasonal factors, while the
proportion of high-margin products in each revenue category
is set to increase. The company’s annual revenue growth is thus
expected to exceed 20% this year.
As for Novatek, although stocking of its display driver IC
(DDI) and touch/display driver integration (TDDI) products in
traditional industries has entered the off-season and demand
for consumer electronics has weakened, overall market demand
still exceeds supply, and commercial notebook and automotive
demand remain strong. New products such as OLED Fingerprint
on Display (FoD), OLED TDDI, fingerprint, touch, display driver
integrated (FTDDI) chips, and Mini LED will drive continued
revenue stability. Although Novatek plans to integrate products

such as timing controller (TCON) chips and power management
integrated circuits (PMIC) into package sales to ensure relative
price support this year, the company will still need to adjust its
product mix according to market changes.
For Realtek, buoyant demand in the corporate, industrial,
and automotive sectors in the second half of 2021 will continue
through the first half of 2022. With the pandemic situation slowly
stabilizing, purchases of commercial laptops and equipment have
ramped up, wired and wireless network infrastructure is being
upgraded, the automotive market continues to grow, and relevant
products such as Wi-Fi 6, Wi-Fi 6E, 5G Ethernet, and the new LE
Audio Bluetooth IC are being launched. These developments will
lead to improved performance for Realtek.
On the consumer market side, demand in the PC and
consumer electronics markets is expected to return to normal in
2022, and the TWS Bluetooth headset market will face intense
competition over price, which is expected to suppress Realtek
shipments in relevant sectors. Regarding foundry price hikes,
some Realtek customers have reported being unable to afford
further price inflation and are still in the process of negotiating
terms of cooperation. In addition, Realtek has been destocking
in Q1 this year due to customer year-end inventory audits and
component mismatching.
Overall, TrendForce believes that the benefits of inflation will
gradually fade and demand for consumer electronics will moderate
but not weaken significantly this year. Meanwhile, sustained
strong demand for industrial, automotive, and high-speed
computing will test the ability of IC design companies to optimize
their product portfolios and pass through costs.
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Taiwan’s Energy at a
Crossroads
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How Can Taiwan Avoid an
Energy Crisis?
After three island-wide blackouts in less than a year, concerns about Taiwan’s power generation capacity and grid
resilience continue to grow.

BY ANGELICA OUNG
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ast September, an article in
Ta i w a n B u s i n e s s T O P I C S
posed the question of whether
Taiwan is facing a looming power
crunch. Just half a year later, the
question has changed to “is Taiwan’s
power crunch already here?” Indeed,
the authorities have also rephrased
their assurances from future tense
(“Taiwan will not run short of electricity”) to present tense (“Taiwan
isn’t short of electricity”). Despite
the reassurances, repeated outages,
pressure to curb consumption, and
government projections all show
that the adequacy of Taiwan’s power
supply is becoming increasingly precarious.
A major blackout in early March
added to the list of recent major outages, which also included two islandwide rolling blackouts that occurred
within a week in May last year. Even
before the March incident, however,
AmCham’s 2022 Business Climate
Survey found that energy security
was a top-of-mind issue for members,
with 61% asking the Tsai Ing-wen
administration to prioritize energy
even over COVID-19 pandemic control, cross-Strait relations, and trade
agreements with the U.S. and other
partners. A total of 78% of respondents expressed concern about power
supply sufficiency, while 70.9% said

they worried about the resiliency of
Taiwan’s grid.
The three major blackouts, now
known as 513, 517, and 303 for the
dates on which they occurred, have
been joined by a series of minor outages that have become a staple of
media coverage.
“Power outages don’t mean we
have a power shortage,” said Minister of Economic Affairs Wang Meihua in a recent television appearance.
“Rather, we need to improve on
aspects of our power delivery.” Operator errors, a fragile grid, and animal
disturbance of electrical equipment
are to blame, said the minister – not
insufficiency of power generation.
Yeh Tsung-kuang, a professor
at National Tsing Hua University’s Department of Engineering and
System Science, disagrees. “Accidents
have always happened, but now they
have an outsized impact because we
no longer have enough spare power
capacity in our system to act as a
buffer,” he says. As long as the government remains “in denial” about
Taiwan’s “escalating power shortfall,” Taiwan’s power woes will only
worsen, he adds. “As it is, it’s already
too late for Taiwan to avert a crisis.”
To back up his assertion, Yeh
points to a report on Taiwan’s electricity supply and demand published
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by the Bureau of Energy last May. Specifically, he points to a graph showing
power-producing facilities that are slated
to either go offline or be added to Taiwan’s grid through 2027.
According to the graph, 9.06 Gigawatts (GW) of capacity will be going
offline between 2022 and 2025, while
10.86GW will come online, a seemingly manageable scenario. But while
the schedule appears definite for the
power-generating facilities scheduled to
be shut down – including Taiwan’s three
remaining nuclear reactors plus six aging
coal-fired plants – the timing for the
addition of new capacity seems much less
certain.
Although two “Additional Natural
Gas Generators” (with installed capacity
of 1GW and 1.5GW, respectively) are due
to start up in 2024 and 2025, no further
details are available about the projects.
“Those projects haven’t been planned, let
alone approved, and it’s already 2022,”
says Yeh. “We just won’t be able to build
them that fast.”
Six more natural gas plants totaling
7.23GW should be completed according
to the schedule. But Yeh warns that there

is unlikely to be enough fuel to keep them
running. “In a way, it doesn’t matter
how many new natural gas generators we
build,” he says. “Until 2025, we won’t be
able to import enough gas to satisfy more
than our existing generators.”
The use of natural gas for power generation is a crucial part of President Tsai’s
energy policy. When she came into office
in 2016, Tsai announced that nuclear
power, which then accounted for 12% of
Taiwan’s power mix, would be phased
out by 2025. The use of dirty, polluting
coal would decrease from around 45%
to 30%. The proportion reserved for gas,
which burns cleanly and releases only
around half the greenhouse gas that coal
does, would be raised from about 31% to
50%. The remaining 20% would consist
of renewable energy sources.
For this “50/30/20 by 2025” plan to
work, Taiwan will need to “step on the
gas.” But every single molecule of natural
gas coming to Taiwan will have to be in
the form of liquefied natural gas (LNG),
and the infrastructure to receive those
shipments is already stretched thin.
Taiwan receives about 300 LNG shipments a year, according to a major energy

executive who wishes to remain anonymous. “We can’t afford to miss a single
one,” he says.
There are currently only two LNG
receiving terminals in Taiwan, both operating at above 100% of their registered
capacity. Together, they can hold around
a 14-day supply of gas in the winter, and
seven days in the summer, when demand
is higher. It is impossible to safely reduce
that reserve, the executive says. And at
the earliest, relief will not come until
2025 when construction of the third
LNG terminal, in Taoyuan’s Datan, is
due to be completed.
Will a third terminal solve Taiwan’s
gas shortage problem? Not completely.
Ideally, six terminals would be required
to accommodate the amount of natural gas Taiwan aspires to burn, while
allowing a one-month supply of LNG to
be kept in reserve. But the fourth and fifth
receiving terminals have not yet emerged
from the Environmental Impact Assessment planning stage, and the location of
the sixth remains a question mark.
The problem has been years in the
making. It seems that nobody in Taiwan
wants to live near any kind of power

This graphic from Taiwan's Bureau of Energy shows power-producing facilities that are slated to either go offline or be added
to Taiwan's grid through 2027. Between 2022 and 2027, 9.06GW of coal (magenta), oil (gray), nuclear (salmon), and gas (green)
power-generating capacity will be taken offline, while 10.86GW of gas and renewables (blue) will come online.
SOURCE: BUREAU OF ENERGY
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infrastructure. Local NIMBY (“not in
my backyard”) opposition and environmental concerns have been a potent
combination that has stalled the construction of everything from LNG
terminals to wind farms. It takes at least
48 months to build an LNG receiving terminal after all the permissions have been
obtained, estimates the executive.

Delayed renewables
At the start of the Tsai administration, renewable energy was held out as
the solution to the power production
gap that would be left by the phaseout
of nuclear energy. However, Minister
Wang told the legislature in March that
Taiwan would miss its target of renewable energy accounting for 20% of power
generation by 2025; she subsequently
lowered the expected proportion to 15%.
“The goal for installed capacity remains
unchanged,” said Wang. “The denominator just got bigger.”
In other words, Taiwan is projected
to use a lot more electricity in 2025 than
initially anticipated. The government has
taken advantage of the U.S.-China trade
dispute to welcome home manufacturers
pulling up stakes from China or reducing
the amount of production there. Amid a
global chip shortage, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. (TSMC) and
other semiconductor manufacturers also
moved to expand production in Taiwan.
Chipmaking is an especially energy-consuming industry.
In terms of solar energy, the govern-
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ment is retaining its goal of 20GW of
installed capacity by 2025, and recently
added a new goal of 30GW by 2030.
These are ambitious targets that many in
the solar industry consider unrealistic.
“Here we are in 2022 with around
8GWs, having already missed a number
of previous goals,” says Lisa Cheng, head
of Taiwan investment at Vena Energy,
a renewable energy company with solar
projects in Taiwan. “It’s not that government goals can’t be met, but we’re not
going to do it under the current regulatory conditions.”
Developers of solar in Taiwan quickly
discovered that it is almost impossible
to build large-scale ground-mounted
projects that are completed quickly and
give the best returns. For example, the
Council of Agriculture has blocked large
solar projects that it believes encroach on
its territory by taking up farmland, even
if the land is not currently under cultivation. Instead, solar development in
Taiwan has been relegated to initiating
projects that are smaller and less controversial but also slower to install and less
efficient, such as rooftop installations and
aquavoltaics (solar panels placed above
fish farms).
The situation never fully returned
to normal after the 513 and 517 blackouts of 2021. Veteran energy reporter Liu
Kwang-yin happened to be in the office
of a petrochemical executive the day after
the 303 blackout when an aide came in
with a message from the Vice Premier:
would the executive take a call from a
manager at Taiwan’s state-owned energy

utility, Taipower?
“Absolutely not!” said the executive
unequivocally, “I won’t take calls from
any of them!”
Liu, who wrote about the incident for
Commonwealth Magazine, explains that
Taipower was hoping to persuade the
executive to cut production during peak
hours, when demand on the grid is most
likely to exceed supply.
There is already a “demand response”
mechanism in place to tempt significant
users to shift their power use to off-peak
windows. Taipower offers a discount of
up to NT$10 per kilowatt-hour (kWh),
almost five times the usual commercial
rate, for large users not to use power
when the grid is likely to be stressed. But
that is generally not enough of an incentive for industry, which loathes taking
production offline.
“Each Taipower manager is responsible for negotiating with their own list
of large users,” explains Liu. “They try
to form relationships so that when push
comes to shove, those large users are
more inclined to help out.” The calls
started around the time of the 2021
blackouts and have since become routine.
This is not the only extreme measure
Taipower has taken to make electrical
ends meet since the blackouts. If you live
in Taiwan and notice your lights dimming slightly before returning to full
strength, you are not imagining things.
Taipower sometimes reduces the grid’s
voltage as a last resort if the island is running low on power. Legally, it can drop
the voltage by up to 3%.
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“They are doing that more and more
often, and it could harm appliances such
as compressors for refrigerators,” says
Yeh. “But what’s more serious is that
it shows how tight the power supply
already is right now.”
“What’s interesting is that the voltage
reduction sometimes happens even while
Taiwan’s grid is ‘green’ for adequate
capacity,” says Liu. “Why is that?”
Electricity is a unique commodity that
in practice must be produced just before
it is consumed. (Although storage is a
potential future option and battery technology for electric storage systems has
advanced in recent years, such facilities are still too expensive and limited in
capacity to have an impact at grid scale).
Because of the disastrous consequences
of demand outpacing supply, more electricity must always be produced than
consumed. To ensure a surplus of energy,
utilities such as Taipower maintain what
is called an “operating reserve,” or the
ability to generate power beyond the
anticipated peak demand.
At an operating reserve of 10%,
the grid is considered to be at a “green
light.” When the operating reserve
reaches 6-10%, the grid is at a “yellow
light.” If it ever dips below 6%, that is
grounds for an “amber light” and is considered an emergency. And yet, both the
513 and 303 blackouts happened during
a “green light,” while only 517 occurred
at a time of “yellow light.”
“The daily operating reserves are a
sham,” says Yeh. “If you cannot ramp
up a power-producing asset quickly,
it shouldn’t be counted as operating
reserves, but that is what Taipower does
now as a matter of course.”
Power plants that are slow to ramp up
and down, like coal or nuclear, are known
as “baseload.” Plants like combinedcycle gas turbine facilities take a moderate
amount of time to warm up and are
considered “mid-load.” Finally, power
sources that are quickly adjustable, such
as hydroelectricity and open-cycle gas turbine generators, are considered “peakload.” In order to maximize grid stability,
operators generally rely chiefly on solidlyfiring baseload generators, while leaving
slack in the mid-load and peak-load for
either unforeseen demand or an accident
that unexpectedly interrupts power generation or transmission.

This scenario is not necessarily the
norm in Taiwan, however. Because coal
plants are so polluting and contribute to
serious health complications for nearby
residents, there is tremendous political
pressure to burn as little coal as possible while vigorously turning to gas-fired
plants to meet demand.
An unexpected surge in demand is
the biggest challenge. If the source of the
operating reserve is a combined-cycle
gas plant, production can be ramped up
in less than 30 minutes. But if the operating reserve comes from an inactive coal
plant, it could take at least three to six
hours before any electricity is produced
– too long to prevent a blackout. Nevertheless, Taipower includes spare coal
capacity in its daily operating reserves.
In the case of 513, even the hydroelectricity capacity in the operating
reserve failed to come through. Taiwan
was in the middle of a historic drought
last spring, and Taipower was unable to
use that reserve as nearly parched dams
needed the water. Yeh estimates that if
Taipower counted only capacity that
could truly be dispatched in a timely
manner in its calculation of the daily
reserve, Taiwan’s operating reserve would
be “under 6% most days.”

Taipower’s response
“I don’t think the media scrutiny is
fair,” says Taipower Spokesman Chang
Ting-shu. “If some bird strike causes a
localized outage, that is seized upon as
more proof that we’re out of power. The
press magnifies every minor incident.”
The official Taipower response is that
operator errors caused the 513 and 303
blackouts, while 517 was caused by “a
faulty estimate of peak use” due to an
unseasonably hot May last year. Basi-

cally, the utility denies that insufficient
power supply was ever the issue for those
events, though Chang confirms that Taipower does make calls to large users to
request that they avoid using power at
peak times.
“Demand response is a legitimate
avenue of power management, something
that advanced countries do and something Taiwan is trying to do more of,” he
says. “It’s about shaving the peaks and
filling in the valleys.”
As for voltage drops, Chang notes
they have become less common this year,
as the rainy 2022 Taiwan is enjoying
allows for the liberal use of hydropower
to bridge any last-minute gaps between
supply and demand.
“It’s true that last year when it was
very dry, we had a lot of difficulties,”
says Chang. “Supply got tight, and we
had to drop voltage quite a few times.”
However, with the dams replete with
water that can be used for hydroelectric
generation almost instantaneously, he
is cautiously optimistic. “I think we are
going to be okay this summer,” he says.
To Liu of CommonWealth, it is not
productive to dwell on whether Taiwan
is indeed short on electricity. “If a household has to make calls every day to make
sure they don’t default on their loans, we
can argue whether that family is technically solvent, but obviously they are not
in great financial shape,” she says. And
just like a struggling household, the first
order of business for Taiwan should be to
implement some fiscal discipline. “There
are so many things they should do, but
the first must be to raise the price of electricity,” she maintains.
Tsing Hua’s Yeh, who is also a professor of nuclear engineering, has a
different view. “The most obvious thing
would be to not retire the power plants
we plan to retire,” he says, suggesting
Taiwan’s existing nuclear power plants
could have their life extended by 20 years
or more. “Many plants just like them
have received such extensions in the U.S.,
but I’m afraid they’ll just extend the life
of the coal plants instead.”
Meanwhile, Vena’s Cheng posits that
with greater political will from the government, renewable energy could be a
more effective option. “Please give us
the land and let us build,” she says. “We
could be doing so much more, faster.”
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Fixing Taiwan’s Grid Issues Requires Redistribution
Three recent island-wide blackouts have laid bare the degree of strain put on Taiwan’s
grid and the people keeping it running. As a result, Taipower now finds itself in a race
against time and budget to ensure the grid’s future stability.

BY ANGELICA OUNG

T

he immediate cause of Taiwan’s
latest major blackout is indisputable – in fact, it was caught
on camera. In a closed-caption video,
the supervisor on shift at Kaohsiung’s
4,326MW Hsinta Power Plant is seen
hovering in front of a control panel for
20 minutes before turning on a switch
labeled 3541. The adjacent switch 3540
had had its insulation gas drained as
a part of routine maintenance, which
caused 3541 to short out when it was
tripped. The video went dark shortly
after as the power went out for almost
5.5 million users across Taiwan.
Some households in Kaohsiung, the
most severely affected region, lost power
for more than 12 hours. Although it
is difficult to estimate the actual economic damage, the state-owned Taiwan
Public Television Service quoted a figure
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of NT$6 billion (US$204 million). There
was a human toll too, as two older men
in Kaohsiung passed away after the
outage caused their respiratory support
equipment to fail.
The incident occurred at 9:16 a.m.,
when Taipower was showing a comfortable 24% in operational reserves, and
electricity output from Hsinta Power
Plant accounted for less than 3% of Taiwan’s grid. So then how was it possible
for one user error to cause the collapse of Taiwan’s power supply in such
a catastrophic manner? The authorities
and experts agree: At least part of the
problem lies with Taiwan’s increasingly
fragile grid infrastructure.
Loss of power at Hsinta was the first
of a series of unfortunate events that triggered the island-wide rolling blackout,
according to Taipower’s report to the

legislature following the incident. A protective relay – a component designed
to trip a circuit breaker when a fault is
detected – should have taken Hsinta off
the grid, but ironically the new digital
protective relay misinterpreted the signals
from Hsinta’s older equipment, and the
crisis point reached the Lunchi Ultra High
Voltage (UHV) substation, near Tainan.
Even then, disaster might have been
averted if the Lunchi Substation had not
been undergoing major maintenance at
the time. Four of Lunchi’s eight connection buses were offline, reducing the
substation’s ability to separate the rest
of the grid from the effects of Hsinta’s
blackout. All major power stations south
of Lunchi took themselves offline as a
protective measure, as any “backflow” of
electricity could cause significant damage
to power-producing equipment.
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The grid north of Lunchi was successfully isolated from the cascading collapse.
But unfortunately, the Lunchi substation
was the southernmost node that collected energy from the power-producing
south to the power-consuming industrial
north. The grids of northern and central Taiwan were forced to enter rolling
blackouts because they were starved of
power imports from the southern part of
the grid, though they managed to recover
more quickly as no power plants north of
Lunchi needed to be taken offline.
Taiwan’s grid is both isolated and
relentlessly centralized, with heavy reliance on larger plants like Hsinta in the
south to be the workhorses that power
the island. Of the more than 30 highpower voltage substations that gather
and distribute power, two stand out in
particular: Lunchi in the south and the
Longtan UHV substation in the north,
with the Zhong Liao switching station
in between. Together, those three critical
pieces of infrastructure form Taiwan’s
electric superhighway, and traffic flows
only one way: from south to north. If any
of the three nodes falter, as one wrong
switch flipped at the Hsinta power plant
caused Lunchi to do, there is no way
around this massive central artery. The
result? An electrical heart attack.
“Taiwan must accelerate the development of regional smart grids that
can operate both independently and in
tandem with one another to improve
grid resilience,” says Chiang-Chien Le

Ren, professor of electrical engineering
at National Cheng Kung University
(NCKU). “If regions of the grid can
self-isolate and protect the provision
of electricity locally, we can reduce the
spread and impact of future blackouts.”
The goal of a smart grid is to automatically monitor energy flows and
adjust to changes in energy supply and
demand in real-time with the aid of digital connectivity and battery energy
storage systems. In good times, smart
grids can be power savers as they enable
electricity to be aggregated and distributed more seamlessly. This is important
for accommodating intermittent electrical
generation from increasingly important
renewable energy sources. It can also aid
in “demand response” – shifting electricity demand from peak to off-peak
hours. In the case of a systemic failure,
smart grids would make Taiwan’s grid
more robust by allowing regional grids to
function in the event of central failure.
However, Taiwan still has a long way
to go before achieving such a system,
according to Yeh Tsung-kuang, a professor at National Tsing Hua University’s
Department of Engineering and System
Science. “The persistent reliance of
northern Taiwan on electricity imports
from the south is both the biggest source
of fragility in the grid and something that
cannot be solved through grid improvements alone,” he notes.
Before finalizing any plans for better
grid distribution, the authorities will

The island-wide rolling blackouts in March this year raised many questions regarding the stability and reliability of Taiwan's grid.
PHOTO: CNA

also need to ensure that power plants
are distributed in clusters in the island’s
north. “We have an enormous amount
of power going from south to north –
around three gigawatts in the summer,”
says Yeh. “That amount is only going to
increase.”
O n t h e d a y o f t h e 303 b l a c k o u t
(named for March 3, 2022, the date on
which it occurred), Taiwan’s grid north
of the Lunchi UHV substation could
have been spared if the north generated
enough electricity to meet its own needs,
notes Yeh. “It’s true we have underinvested in our grid infrastructure, but
while we have a grid problem, we also
have a capacity problem,” he says. “Our
capacity problem will make the grid
worse; however, just making the grid
better will not solve our power generation capacity problem.”

Human errors
One way grid and power generation
capacity issues intersect is in the human
element of the grid: the Taipower staff
who physically operate the equipment.
Due to operator error – the proximate
cause of both the 303 blackout and last
year’s 513 blackout – Taipower staff
have come under unprecedented scrutiny. In fact, the Kaohsiung Ciaotou
District Prosecutors’ Office announced
it would investigate the three staff members involved in the 303 blackout for
violation of Article 176 of the criminal code – intentionally or negligently
causing the destruction of something by
means of gunpowder, steam, electricity,
gas, or another explosive substance. The
charge’s seriousness reflects the damage
done by the outage, but frontline Taipower employees say they are terrified and
exhausted as they work overtime in their
struggle to keep the lights on.
“It’s like we are walking on a high
wire,” says one Taipower engineer who
wishes to remain anonymous. “Because
power supply is so tight, we’ve been pressured to shorten the maintenance period
for our power plants.”
In engineering, there is an old saying:
If you don’t schedule your maintenance,
it will schedule itself. And no one is more
aware of that than the engineers and
technicians at Taipower. “From the point
of view of system stability, the mainte-
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Taiwan’s grid relies heavily on larger plants like Hsinta Power Plant in the south to
power the industry-heavy north, and a disturbance in one place can cause a ripple
effect across the grid.
PHOTO: CNA

nance period should never be skimped,
says the engineer. “The inevitable result
will be more accidents. And once another
accident inevitably occurs, the blame
will fall on another lower-level Taipower
staff. This is a gross injustice.”
A culture of high-pressure deadlines and blame, including the possibility
of facing criminal charges, has crushed
the morale of Taipower workers, says
another frontline employee. “We’re
scared. We seem to be to blamed no

matter what happens. And for the sake of
our jobs, we stay silent, but if things go
on like this, a lot of Taipower staff will
go elsewhere. We don’t feel safe.”
But help is on the way, said Deputy
Minister of Economic Affairs and Taipower Interim Chairman Tseng Wen-sheng
in a briefing to the legislature in March.
During the briefing, Tseng said an infusion of NT$100 billion from the general
budget would be allocated to improving
Taiwan’s grid.

The High Cost of Taiwan’s
Low Electricity Prices
Despite rising fuel costs and increased power demand,
Taiwan’s electricity prices have remained unchanged for
the past four years. With the budgets of state-run gas
company CPC and electricity provider Taipower stretched
thin, is it time to rethink subsidized power?

BY DAVID STINSON AND ANGELICA OUNG
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Due to the woeful state of Taipower’s finances, driven in part by Taiwan’s
low electricity prices, the company,
while well-aware of grid issues, has not
been able to address them. In the wake
of gangbuster economic growth and
increased demand for power, it is essential for the Taiwan government to allocate
resources to help the wounded giant.
The draft plan to improve the grid
has three main goals. The first is to alleviate the pressure on the “south-to-north
superhighway” with additional power
transmission lines. The second is to connect power plants with industrial and
technology parks directly, allowing some
industrial power use to bypass the main
grid completely. The third is to initiate
the installation of smart grids, like those
suggested by NCKU’s Chiang-Chien.
But Tseng posits that the current
budget allocation is still insufficient. “It
will probably take more than NT$100
billion,” he says. Parts of the ambitious
overhaul will also take time – as long as
10 years for some reforms. In addition,
Taiwan’s power problems are more than
grid-deep, notes Tseng. “As long as we
are relying on using power generated in
the south up in the north, the burden
on the central north-south artery will
continue.”

T

aiwan has some of the world’s
lowest electricity prices. The question is why? With no domestic
energy reserves, every lump of coal and
drop of liquefied natural gas (LNG) – the
mainstays of Taiwanese power generation – must be imported. Yet even as the
prices of those commodities have soared
on the global market, the price for residential power in Taiwan has stayed
at NT$2.6253 per kilowatt-hour – a
number that has remained unchanged
since 2018.
Although the state-run Taiwan Power
Co. (Taipower) is traded on the Taiwan
stock market, key decisions – including
the price of power – are out of the
company’s control. Instead, Taiwan’s
electricity prices are set by a 17-member
Power Tariff Review Committee, made
up of experts and academics. The committee, which convenes twice a year, has
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a price formula that allows the rate to
be increased by 3% every six months, or
6% annually. But for the past four years,
it has consistently declined to raise prices,
even as global oil prices have increased
significantly since 2021.
International development bodies generally now advise against price subsidies
for electricity. Experts argue that suppressing prices is an inefficient way to
help people in the lower-income bracket
– since the rich tend to consume more
power, energy subsidies are poorly
targeted. Moreover, making energy artificially cheap encourages the overuse of
a scarce resource. Worst of all, taxpayers
eventually end up paying the final price
when electricity revenue cannot cover the
cost of fuel and power generation infrastructure maintenance.
The reason for Taiwan’s continued
suppression of electricity prices in the
face of rising costs is political, says Chen
Jong-Shun, research assistant at the
Center for Green Economy at the ChungHua Institution for Economic Research
(CIER). Low electricity prices have long
been seen as an implicit part of the social
contract in Taiwan – a way for the state
to care for the people.
“In fact, the amounts involved are not
large,” says Chen, referring to the public
expenditures required to keep prices from
rising, as well as the public benefits from
these subsidies. “The problem is that the
costs are so widespread. Any breakfast

stall, for instance, can see when prices
increase, so it becomes a political issue.”
Price-sensitive voters are not the only
constituency lobbying for discounted
electricity prices. Taiwan’s export-driven
economy also benefits from the low
prices, with industrial rates ranking sixth
lowest in the world. This impact is particularly significant for Taiwan’s highly
successful semiconductor industry, which
is exceptionally power-intensive. Power
subsidies are therefore historically an
important part of Taiwan’s economic
development, says Chen.

Passing the buck
As electricity usage rises, economic
planners face urgent questions about
both the environmental and financial
sustainability of Taiwan’s price support policy. State-owned oil refiner CPC
Taiwan Corp. posted losses of NT$43.4
billion last year due to an ongoing government-mandated freeze on the price
of natural gas, despite the commodity’s rising global cost. CPC is the natural
gas supplier for Taipower, Taiwan’s primary electricity producer, and sold gas
to Taipower for an average purchase
price of NT$8.2929 per cubic meter in
2021. According to an April 12 statement by newly appointed CPC Chairman
Lee Shun-chin, by the end of April, CPC’s
cumulative losses could total NT$65 billion – equivalent to about half of its paid-

in capital – if prices remain unchanged.
Although CPC recently raised its sales
price of natural gas for electricity generation to NT$12.0873 per cubic meter,
the number is still much lower than the
company’s current purchase price of
about NT$20. There are few signs that
international prices will decrease anytime soon, and Taipower will be unable
to absorb even the current pricing on an
ongoing basis.
After earning NT$48 billion from
operations last year, Taipower reported
operational losses for the first two months
of 2022, when the price it paid for natural gas was NT$11.4033 per cubic
meter. Meanwhile, lack of profits has
caused the upkeep and improvement of
the nation’s power grid to be neglected.
Deputy Minister Tseng Wen-Sheng
of the Ministry of Economic Affairs
(MOEA) said in March that at least
NT$100 billion would be needed this
year to increase grid stability. Premier Su
Tseng-Chang noted that this sum would
be paid by the government, in contrast
to previous years when it showed up on
Taipower’s balance sheets. However, the
final allocation of costs between Taipower and the government has yet to be
determined.
The National Development Council
(NDC) has proposed that the state
sector invest a collective NT$440 billion in energy-related upgrades by
2030, which will be an ongoing finan-
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cial burden. Taipower has accumulated
r e s e r v e s w o r t h N T $40 b i l l i o n , a n
amount that can only temporarily support the upgrades. The utility has also yet
to write off the estimated NT$285 billion
loss from Taiwan’s fourth nuclear power
plant, following a referendum vote last
December to scuttle the project. Overall,
it appears that the government’s attempts
to stabilize prices have only created additional instability.
The MOEA has recognized that the
current situation is a problem. When the
Power Tariff Review Committee voted to
freeze the price again, MOEA Minister
Wang Mei-hua described electricity prices
as “too cheap.” The committee is convened under the auspices of the MOEA
and the government appoints nine of its
17 members, though it is supposed to act
independently.
Taiwan has made sudden corrections
to electricity prices before, although politics has always been in the background.
Shortly after winning a presidential election, the Ma Ying-Jeou administration
raised power prices twice in 2012 and
2013, amounting to a total increase
of 16.7%. The 2018 price freeze also
appeared to be politically timed, occurring shortly after a minor price increase
following the election of President
Tsai Ing-Wen. It seems no administration dares raise rates in the runup to an
election. And the present moment is particularly tricky, as campaigning for the
2024 presidential election will begin
almost immediately after the “nine-inone” local elections this November. No
clear political window for rebalancing
thus exists until later in 2024.
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Meanwhile, the EU is considering
future border carbon tariffs to harmonize international energy transformation
efforts. In response, Taiwan’s Environmental Protection Agency has proposed
a fee of US$10 per ton of carbon. This
amount is easily eclipsed by the current
price subsidies, as well as any conceivable
price subsidies in the near future. Indeed,
Taiwan’s practice of subsidizing electricity
prices contradicts the government’s ambitious stated intentions to reach net zero
by 2050. Partially as a result of the subsidies, Taiwan currently has the fifthhighest carbon emissions per capita
among the world’s top 21 economies.
But system reform is in the works.
By 2025, Taipower will be split into two
entities: one for generation and another
for distribution. This mechanism should
allow for more market-based pricing,
although many details remain undetermined, including practical responsibility
for grid stability. This step will nevertheless mark a milestone in Taiwan’s reform
of its power market.

No relief in sight
Taiwan’s energy transition will take
place in an environment of persistently
high fossil fuel prices. Global oil and
gas prices are set to rise in the medium
term as a result of pandemic recovery
and, more recently, the war in Ukraine.
These increases follow a long period of
reduced investment in capacity after several years of pain for producers and are
thus unlikely to be quickly counteracted.
Liang Chi-Yuan, an economics professor at National Central University and

a former Minister Without Portfolio,
anticipates that supply will decrease faster
than demand as the world moves toward
decarbonization, resulting in a seller’s
market that could last a decade or more.
“In order to achieve net-zero
greenhouse emissions by 2050, the International Energy Agency (IEA) suggests
that starting from 2021, all new development of coal and oil fields should stop,
which will decrease the supply of oil,”
he says. “However, it also suggests that
sales restrictions on news cars fueled by
oil come much later, in 2035. These two
factors might lead to supply shortages
until 2035.”
Some opportunities for short-term
adjustments by consumers exist, given
functioning price signals. CIER’s Chen
points to old air conditioners as lowhanging fruit, as they can become
significantly less efficient after just a
decade. Air conditioners were partially
blamed for one of the major outages in
May last year.
In the longer term, the energy transition will not only require changes in
consumption patterns but also greater
changes in industry structure. In some
cases – such as last year’s referendum,
which rejected nuclear power – prices
will only be a background factor for individual decisions with complex upstream
and downstream consequences.
In the view of many experts, it is time
for Taiwanese power consumers to start
seeing its true price. Nevertheless, further
steps to rationalize the market will take
place in the context of financial pressure
as the bills for many years of deferred
reform come due.
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